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ABSTRACT

In this study a model is developed and used with various scenarios

to make a comparison of the costs and benefits of a water conservation

program for various sizes and types of Colorado cities. Colorado water

law and the scarcity of water encourages cities to acquire more water

than they need and to resist conservation because of implied threats that

they may lose water they are not currently using. Based on surveys of

selected cities, costs of water acquisition from transfers, storage,

imports and purchase are evaluated and projected into the future. These

costs are compared with the costs of various conservation programs that

will modify demand and thus reduce need for additional water.

The results of this study show that for all types of cities and all

growth rates, conservation is the more economic approach to be utilized

for urban water utilities in Colorado in meeting future water demands.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The availability of adequate water supplies is crucial to the

Colorado economy and quality of life. Historically, Coloradoans have

gone to great lengths to ensure that water will be available where it is

needed by developing vast diversion networks--both local and

trans-mountain. But as new sources become unavailable or increasingly

expensive, a closer look has been taken at more efficient management of

the sources already available.

Several Colorado cities and towns have experienced shortages during

recent droughts and many more anticipate an inadequate water supply

within the next few decades due to growth. Obviously, if future needs

are to be met without needlessly robbing any area of the state of the use

of precious water resources, municipalities must practice efficient

planning and use of water supplies.

Municipal water conservation has been encouraged to reduce the

demand for water. The benefits of conservation include the postponement

of capital expenditures and a reduction in operation and maintenance

costs. However, delays in acquisition of water rights could be a

disadvantage if increased competition for the purchase of rights in the

future decreases availability and increases water costs. It is also

possible that during droughts when yields of most rights are reduced, a



non-conserving city could have more water to meet demands than a

conserving city.

This study evaluates the options which Colorado municipalities can

consider to meet their water demands. This objective is met by

determining the water use characteristics of Colorado municipalities,

analyzing the cost and availability of water throughout the state, and

incorporating this information into scenarios comparing alternative

supply strategies. The scenarios are based on hypothetical communities

typical of Colorado and serve as the basis for both an economic analysis

of differing water management policies and an analysis of the effects of

drought on conserving and non-conserving communities.

2



Chapter 2

WATER USE CHARACTERISTICS OF COLORADO MUNICIPALITIES

Water use varies from community to community because of differences

in climate, population mix, and types of industry. Joseph analyzed water

data from the 17 western states and found that, of the estimated average

day per capita residential use of 125 gallons, about 70 gallons per

capita per day (gpcpd) or 55% was for interior uses, while 55 gpcpd or

45% was used outdoors (1). White, et al., found per capita use values of

Northern Colorado's metered towns to be in this range, but the unmetered

towns generally had a higher usage (2). These studies estimate that

residential use accounts for approximately 64% to 72% of total municipal

use.

A Survey of Colorado Municipalities

In order to define the variability of water system characteristics

throughout the state, 132 municipalities were contacted in April, 1982

and asked to participate in this study. Seventeen communities completed

a detailed questionnaire (see Appendix A) covering general information,

current water supplies, future plans for expansion, supplies during

drought, and water conservation methods employed. There were fe\~

responses to some questions and other answers did not provide complete

information. Supplemental information was acquired when necessary

through additional contacts with the water system managers. (See



Appendix B for the names and addresses of water managers in the towns

involved in the survey.)

The data obtained from this survey was combined with information

gathered by other researchers on Colorado towns. A list of the

communities involved and the source of information is presented in Table

2-1. The locations of the communities are illustrated in Figure 2-1.

Current and projected population figures were provided by the study

towns and adjusted where necessary based on other sources of

information. These figures were combined with census data for population

in previous years and for the number of people per household (3). The

municipalities are divided according to size of population in Table 2-2.

The communities can be divided into five different groups based on

population and growth.

Type 1-- large'metropolitan 'city or suburb with over 30,000 people
expecting significant growth in the next twa decades.

Type II--formerly rural town which is becoming more urban; present
population of 9000-50,000 has doubled over the last decade and
significant growth is expected over the next two decades.

Type III--small mountain or plains town (population 1000-10,000)
expecting to double in size or more over the next two decades.

Type IV--small mountain or plains town of 2500 or less expecting
only a small increase or a decrease in population over the next two
decades.

Type V--very small town of less than 1000 expecting to double in the
next two decades.

Water Supplie5 and Water Use

Estimates of water use in towns of each type are presented in Table

2-3. The estimates for residential use include single-family residences

•
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TABLE 2-1

Colorado COIT~unities Select ed for Stud y

5

Community

Agui lar
Ak r on
Boulder
Brighton
B'r oornf i eLd
Cheraw
Crested BL1tte
Eng Lewood
Ft. Collins
Granby
Greeley
La .lara
La yfayette
Longmont
Loveland
~l e eke r

Montrose (Project 7)
Nuc La
Pritchett
Rangely
Steamboat Springs
V;alsh
h"estminster
Yuma

Sources:

Source of Information
(sources listed below)

a
a

b , c
b
a
a
a
a

o, c
a
b
a
b

b , d
b
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

a, c
a

a. Survey conducted April 1982

b. hhite, A. C., et a L, , "Nun i c i pa I hater Use i n
Nor t he rri Colorado: Development of Efficiency-of-1Jse Criterion, II

h'ater Resource s Research Institute Completion Repolt No . 1 0 5,
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colo., Se p t . 19 80.

c. I'lcCoy, G. A., itA Study of ~Iunicipal I..;ater ~ Ia n a geme n t

Policies and Effects on Water Supplies in Northern Col or a d o , It

thesis presented to the University of Colorado, Boulder, Co l o , ,
in 1982, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of ~laster of Science.

d. Roc k y Noun t a i n Consultants, Inc., Longmon t i-,:.)ter
Stud\': 1979-2040, City of Longmont, Col o , , Nov . 1979.



FI GURE 2-1

Location of Corrunun i t i e s Selected for Study
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TAllLE 2-2

Popu l a t i on , Growth Rate, and Number of Persons
per Household for Select ed Cities

Cornrnunity Population Percent Growth Rate Capital

1970 1982 2000 2020 1970-1982 1982-2000 2000-2020 Household

Over 50,000
Boulder 66,900 83,000 113,900 N/A~': + 24 + 37 N/A 2.14
Fort ColI ins 43,000 85,000 150,000 N/A + 98 + 76 N/A 2.25
Greeley N/A 70,400 120,000 N/A N/A + 70 N/A 2.24
Westmin ster 19,4 00 63 , 000 122,200 IH2,200 +225 + 94 + 49 2.69

10,000-50,000
Brighton 8 ,1f)O 13, 300 24, 00 0 N/A + 63 + 80 N/A 2.96
Broomfield 7, 260 20,800 ' 30, 000 35,000 +187 + tl4 + 17 3.02
Englewood 33 ,300 30 , 000 45 ,000 60, 00 0 - 10 + 50 + 33 2.32
Lon gmont 23 ,000 I~~) ,OUO 76,1 00 132, 000 +11 3 + 55 + 73 2.75
Loveland 15 ,900 32 ,800 56 , 000 N/A +106 + 71 N / A 2. 61

2 , SOO - l LJ ,O()O
Layf aye t t e 3 ,SOO 9 , 00 0 15,000 N/A +1 57 + 66 "I:. / A 2. 62
Ne eke r 1, 600 2, 60 0 18 ,000 N /A + 63 +592 'Y. /A 2.51
f{anl~e1. y 1 , 590 2 , 500 15 ,000 2U,OOO + 57 +SuO + 33 2.74
St c:.1/flb oa t Spr i ngs 2 ,260 5 , 100 10 ,SOO N/A +126 + 1U6 N/ A 2. 11 5
Y UIlI Cl 2 ,2GLJ 2 ,800 5 ,500 7, SUO + 2[1 + 1)6 + 36 2.49

-J



TABLE 2 -2 (continued)

Community Population Percent Growth Rate Capital
1970 1982 2000 2020 1970-1982 1982-2000 2000-2020 Household

1,000-2,500
Akr on 1,780 1,700 1,700 NIA - 4 0 N/A 2.11
Crested Butte N/A 1,200 1,900 N/A N/A + 58 N/A 2.44
Granby N/A 1,400 3,000 N/A N/A +114 N/A 2.28
Nucla N/A 1,000 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2.79

Less than 1,000
Ap,ui Lar N/A 810 900 920 N/A + Ii + 2 2.25
Cheraw N/A 220 500 650 N/A +127 + 30 2.68
La Jara N/A 856 1,800 3,000 N/A +110 I + 67 3.03
Pritchett N/A 150 declining N/A negative N/A 2.15
Walsh N/A 900 9PO N/A N/A 0 N/A 2.39

*N/A - Not Available

en



TABLE 2-3

Water Use and Percentage of
Residences Metered for Selected Mun i c ipa l it ies

Total Us e / Us e /Re s . Percent
Nun i c ipa 1 i t r Cap. Cgpcpd) Tap~': Cgpt pd ) Ne t e r e d

Type I

Boulder 192 32 0 100
En g l ewo od 275 50 0 10
Ft. Collins 22 5 600 0
Greele y 296 660 35
West minster 140 380 100

Type II

Brighton 242 720 a
Broomfield 141 430 100
Longmont 24 3 670 0
Love land 246 640 0
Layfa yet te 129 340 100

Type III

Cr e s t ed Butte 200 46 0 5
Rangely 185 510 100
Steamboat Springs 260 640 0
Yuma 260 65 0 100

Type I V

Akron 185 39 0 100
Aguilar 120 2 70 100
Granby 250 61 0 10
Meeket" 234 590 100
Nuc l a 155 /130 100
Walsh 440 1, 050 a

Type V

Chera \oJ 205 550 10 0
La Jara 200 610 a

*Includes multi-famil y housing

9



10

and multi-family housing. The metered towns in each category generally

appear to have lower water use than unmetered towns. This is

particularly apparent for the larger cities.

The vast majority of the towns surveyed feel that the water rights

they hold are sufficient to meet their needs well into the future.

Steamboat Springs and Crested Butte are confident their rights will meet

water needs until the year 2000. Englewood, since it is surrounded by

other suburbs and has a limited areal growth potential, is in the unique

position of owning all the rights that it will ever need.

Not all cities are so well supplied, however. Rapidly-expanding

Broomfield and Westminster will meet the limits of their supplies in 1985

and 1990 respectively. Longmont will need additional supplies in 1990

(4). Meeker expects to need new supplies by 1984.

Most of the communities surveyed have established a rate structure

which covers the full cost of their water system. Often the funds for

system expansion are derived from water service fees or, in addition, tap

fees. However, five of the smaller towns only attempt to cover operation

and maintenance of the current system.

Additions to Water Systems

Water utilities seeking to increase their water supply have among

their main options the possibilities of developing new supplies,

purchasing existing rights, and/or condemning rights. Thirteen cities

ranked these alternatives according to their preference.

The most popular solution by far was to develop new supplies (wells,

reservoirs, etc.) Eleven of the thirteen municipalities, or 85%, chose

this as their first or only solution. The remaining two, Walsh and
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Granby, indicated they would attempt to purchase existing rights first

before turning to new development.

Most of the cities which indicated a second choice felt that

purchase of existing rights was the route to follow. Only two suggested

that demand-reduction options or reuse for irrigation were appealing

alternatives to purchase. Other options such as donation of water rights

by developers were mentioned.

The cities were unanimous in their rating of condemnation as the

last possible alternative. Four communities stated that they would not

even consider condemnation. Westminster would work out cooperative

agreements with irrigation companies rather than condemn. Of the

fourteen communities responding, most were non-comrnital on whether they

would attempt condemnation. Nine towns or 64% said they did not know if

they would consider condemning rights. As one town official put it,

condemnation is an unpleasant alternative and he "hoped they don1t have

to" condemn. Only one town, in the heavily-populated Front Range~ would

definitely consider condemnation, but only if the water right were not

currently being used.

Most of the municipalities questioned are not actively seeking water

rights for purchase. Only four of the fifteen com~unities responding

(27%); Broomfield, Nucla, Steamboat Springs, and Westminster; have a

standing policy to purchase water rights as soon as they become

available. Yet, all of the communities are unanimous in their prediction

that, neglecting the effects of inflation, water rights will cost more in

the future.
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Ni ne towns or 60%, i ncl uding al l but one of the fast-growi ng Type

III towns, did not know whether or not there were water rights for sale

in their area. Presumably, these towns rely on developing new water,

waiting for sellers of rights to approach them, or obtaining usable

rights through developer donation policies to fulfill their future water

needs. Four towns, including two with policies to acquire water when

available, stated that there were no rights to be purchased in their area

at the present.

Two towns are currently in the process of purchasing existing

rights. The officials of one of the towns would not elaborate on the

transaction. The other city, Westminster, is planning to purchase 10,000

acre-feet of irrigation rights at a price of $2000-$3000 acre-foot.

The majority of towns surveyed do not have a developer donation

policy. Only four towns; Broomfield, La Jara, Meeker, and Westminster.;

require new development or annexatons to the municipality to give water

rights to the city. Westminster only requires residential developments

to do this. Rangely's policy only requests, but does not require

donations.

The surveyed communities are all confident that new water supplies

can be developed. Several towns are currently proceeding with a project

or have completed one in the recent past. Crested Butte has completed a

test well for $40,000 and is contemplating drilling a 0.5 MGD well at a

cost of $250,000 for a total cost of $520/acre-foot. This is comparable

to Longmont's 1979 estimate of the cost to drill shallow wells in the

St. Vrain basin of $500/acre-foot (4). Westminster estimates that

drilling deep wells yielding 1000 acre-feet/year will cost

$3000/acre-foot.



In 1973, Steamboat Springs enlarged their reservoir storage at a

cost of $450/acre-foot. Currently, Broomfield has plans to increase

their raw water storage from 3200 acre-feet to up to 7000 acre-feet for a

cost of $3.6 million or more than $9S0/acre-feet. Nucla plans to expand

reservoir storage as well. To enlarge Standley Lake by 5000-10,000

acre-feet, it will cost Westminster $lS00/acre-foot. Rangely has

extensive plans for future storage projects including Rangely Dam, Wolf

Creek Dam and the Yellow-jacket Project at the White River headwaters.

Many towns have plans to construct more treatment facilities as

well. Information on planned water and wastewater treatment plants is

available in Table 2-4.

Water Conservation

A variety of techniques have been used by Colorado municipalities to

reduce water consumption. However, only a very few communities have

extensive programs aimed at significantly lowering water use. The

majority of towns use methods which require little effort, such as

inserting educational pamphlets with bills, or methods which are a part

of ordinary system operation, such as leak repair or metering new

construction in metered towns. The most popular methods were metering,

leakage reduction, and education. Predictably, the communities most

needing to conserve because of limited supply practiced more of the

conservation techniques.

Three of the unmetered towns surveyed have begun requiring metering

in new construction, and one town has just completed a metering program.

Englewood and Granby are both approximately 10% metered as a result of

their requirements for meters in new construction. Crested Butte, which

has required metering since 1979, is 5% metered.

13



TABLE 2-4

Size and Cost of Planned Treatment Facilities

14

Town Size of Facility Cost

Water Treatment

Broomfield 4 NGD $ 1,500,000

Cheraw 0.1 ~IGD 39,000

Crested Butte 0.5 NGD 300,000

Englewood 8 MGD 1,000,000

t-Ieeker 0.05 NGD 78,400

Rangely 4.32 MGD 3,300,000

Westminster 10 t-1GD 5,100,000

Nastewater Treatment

Broomfield 1.8 MGD 2,000,000

Englewood 13.3 MGD 20,000,000

Rangely 1 NGD 450,000

Westminster 2 MGD 8,400,000
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Rangely, which completed metering in 1981, has shown a drop in water

use. In 1981, 168 MG were distributed as compared to 196 MG in 1980--a

drop of 17% in use. However, even though temperatures were very slightly

higher in 1981 than 1980, Rangely received 0.22 inches more precipitation

during the irrigation season in 1981. The towns of Meeker and Steamboat

Springs, both located in the same general geographic area, showed drops

of 11% and 12% respectively ;n water use from 1980 to 1981. Therefore, a

5-6% drop ;n water use can likely be attributed to Rangely·s metering

program.

Four of the surveyed towns, Broomfield, Crested Butte, Rangely, and

Westminster, appear to have particularly comprehensive well-developed

conservation programs. Westminster's program has been successful in

significantly lowering water use without noticeably affecting lifes~yle

and has served as a model for conservation programs in other cities.

Although the town of Meeker does not have an exceptional conservation

program, they do require water-saving devices to be installed in new

construction--a method which can be effective in reducing future water

demands in a town expecting rapid growth.

Although conservation can reduce water use, the water saved cannot

always be stored for use during future shortages. When asked if they

would have enough storage to save unused water if a conservation program

reducing use by 30% were instituted, only two out of seven towns (29%)

replied that sufficient storage was available.

Municipal Supplies During Drought

Many of the surveyed municipalities experienced lowered yields of

direct-flow rights during the 1976-1977 and the 1981 droughts, but few



experienced any supply problems because of this. The situation could

change during future droughts, however, as Colorado continues to increase

in population.

The yields of the cities which provided information on drought flows

are presented in Table 2-5. Broomfield, although it did not supply

figures on water yield, experienced a water shortage and was forced to

rent water from Denver at $125/acre-foot. To avoid future problems, they

instituted a conservation program, purchased water rights, and leased

water.

Crested Butte experienced a frozen raw water transmission line and

was forced to replace the line and bury it deeper. Rangely was able to

obtain an adequate water supply after channeling the streambed so that

pumps could capture the low flow. Use restrictions, releases of stored

water, and senior water right~l calls on the river also helped Rangely

through the crisis.

In 1977, a series of workshops for water officials around the state

were held to determine the effects of the drought of the previous two

years (5). Norwood, Nucla, Naturita, and "Dove Creek--all of which are

located in the southwestern corner of the state in the Dolores-San Miguel

River drainage basin--experienced severe water shortages when rivers

dried up. It was felt by the affected municipalities that there is not

enough municipal storage in the Colorado basin to prevent shortages

during drought.

It was reported at the workshops that Grand Junction used the

increased revenues from raised water rates to install more pumps to take

water from the Gunnison River. Craig, which is dependent on direct flows

16



TABLE 2-5

Yields of Direct Flow Rights During Drought Year s

17

Town

Aguilar

Percent of ~ormal Yield
1976 1977 19 81

80 80 80

Rangely

Steamboat Springs

I-,Te s t mi n s t er

Yuma

44

97

70

50

35

64

74

80

69

Source: April, 1982 survey



in the Yampa river, found it necessa~ to use water from the Colorado

Division of Wildlife reservoirs when their municipal supplies ran low.

Only a few towns have a contingency plan to deal with shortages due

to drought. Of sixteen towns surveyed, only seven (44%) had a drought

contingency plan. The plans of these towns--Aguilar, Broomfield, Crested

Butte, Englewood, La Jara, Rangely, and Westminster--depend mostly on

education and increasingly more stringent restrictions. Crested Butte

has found the most effective way of enforcing restrictions is to impound

the hoses and sprinklers of offenders. Westminster relies heavily on

educational programs to ensure cooperation during a drought.

A few towns, located mostly in metropolitan areas, can rely on

rental water to help in a crisis. Only three of fifteen towns are able

to rent water from another source, and five do not know if rental is

possible. Broomfield can rent water for $45-100/acre-foot. Westminster

is able to rent water from the Vidler Tunnel Company and Coors for

$lOO/acre-foot.

Comparison of Residential Water Use for
Conserving and Non-Conserving Municipalities

The water use estimates of the previous section indicated that

metered communities had lower residential water use than unmetered

communities. However, residential water use estimates based on values

for consolidated municipal use are dependent on assumptions of the number

of people per household, the percentage of municipal use which is

non-residential, and other factors. Therefore, these estimates may not

be accurate.

18
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In order to more accurately determine the differences in residential

water use between conserving and non-conserving munic ipalities, an

analys is of water use was conducted for three communi ties whic h follow

different water management poiicies. Fort Collins is an unmetered

community which has, at times, instituted lawn watering restrictions;

Boulder is a metered community with a uniform rate structure and has only

asked for voluntary water use reduction; and Westminster is metered with

an inclining block rate and seeks water use reduction through pricing.

All of the cities have plumbing codes designed for reducing in-home water

use.

Boulder

Population. In 1970, the population within the City of Boulder was

66,870; by 1980, the population had grown to 76,677--an increase of 14

percent in 10 years (3). Boulder plans on limiting growth to 2 peicent

per year through the year 2000. In addition to the people served water

within the city, there were, in 1980, an estimated 9000 people served

outside the city.

The 1980 u.s. Cens~s for Boulder indicated that, on the average,

there were 2.4 persons per dwelling unit (3). A mail survey in 1980 of a

sample of Boulder's single family water customers indicated a population

density of 2.7 persons per household (6). If 2.5 persons/unit are

assumed and multiplied by 30,287 unt ts (as estimated by Boul der ' s City

Planning Department) the resulting population is very close to the 1980

census. In the uni ncorporated areas outsi de the ci ty that recei ve ci ty

water service, the Boulder County Planning Department esti mates the

density at 3.0 persons per dwelling.
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Water use. Boulder's historic water use is shown in Table 2-6. The

most appropriate estimate of average use appears to be 0.21 acre-feet,

based on periods of normal or above normal precipitation. This figure

does not reflect simply residential use, but is based on total treated

water consumed for all purposes--industrial, commercial, system leakage,

etc.

Boulder's water accounting ledgers date back to January of 1974 with

several gaps existing in the monthly reports. These were filled in on

the basis of average consumption during the same period in other

years. With the gaps filled, the average annual use per dwelling unit

was determined by dividing total monthly water use by the total numbers

TABLE 2-6

CITY OF BOULDER HISTORIC TREATED
WATtR USE

Year

Estimated
Service

Population

Total
Water Use

(Acre-Feet)

Estimated
Average Use

Per Person (A.F.)

Annual
Precipitation

(in. )

1970 16.65
1971 14,326 18.69
1972 14,724 18.43
1973 15,690 20.21
1974 82,900* 17,300 .21 15.11
1975 84,600 16,920 .20 18.24
1976 84,300 16,952 .20 14.66
1977 83,600 16,025 .19 14.50
1978 84,000 17,809 .21 23.11
1979 84,500 17,915 .21 23.72
1980 85,200 19,875 .23 11.95

*City accounting records begin in 1974.
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of billed accounts and then summing. The result of the calculation-

155,000 gallons per year per household inside the city and 179,000

gallons per year per household outside--is shown in Table 2-7. Further

breakdowns into household and sprinkling uses are also shown.

It was assumed that daily patterns and rates of domestic use are

essentially the same in winter as in the summer. Therefore, winter daily

use in the months of January, February, and March was considered to be

equal to the average daily domestic consumption year-round.

Annual lawn sprinkling consumption was isolated from total domestic

use by averaging the mean annual winter consumption over a twelve-month

period and subtracting it from the total mean annual use. It should be

noted that lawn sprinkling use was not determined from the seasonal

period because of the uncertainty in the number of "days a homeowner

actually waters.

Using the total annual sprinkling use figure of 67,400 gallons/year,

as shown in Table 2-7, and an average lawn size of 6100 square feet (7),

the average annual lawn sprinkling application, for inside-city

residents, is 18 inches. According to the consumptive use graph (Figure

C-2) in Appendix C, 18 inches of consumptive use corresponds to an 82%

probability of being exceeded. On the graph, 22 inches of consumptive

lawn sprinkling has a 50% chance, on the average, of being exceeded, and

it appears as though this is the median value for Boulder's ideal lawn

sprinkling use. These factors point to the possibility that the 1verage

homeowner in Boulder, because of the metering rate, applies 4 inches less

water than the lawn actually requires, or 82% of the requirement. TIle

other possibility is that the average lawn size is overstated. See p. 30

for further discussion of lawn size in Boulder.
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TABLE 2-7
BOULOER1S WATER CONSUMPTION
FOR SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENCES

(1974-1981)
===========================

Mean Annual Water Use/Dwelling
Inside City
Outside City

Average Daily Domestic Use/Dwelling
Insi de City
Outside City

Mean Annual Sprinkling Use/Dwelling
Insi de Ci ty
Ou tsi de City

Average Daily Sprinkling Use/Dwelling
1nside Ci ty
Outside City

Average Daily Domestic Use/Capita
Inside City *
Outside City **

Average Daily Sprinkling Use/Capita
Insi de C1 ty ~

Outside City 'k*

Estimated Total Daily Use/Capita
Inside City
Outside City

* Assuming 2.5 persons per dwelling
** Assuming 3.0 persons per dwelling

155,000 gal.
179.000 gal.

240 gal.
280 gal.

67,400 gal.
76,aOO gal.

185 gal.
210 gal.

96 gal.
93 gal.

74 gal.
70 gal.

170 gal.
163 gal.
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Fort Collins

Population. Fort Collins has often been described ,as the nation's

fastest growing city in the under 100,000-population category. The U.S.

Census estimates the 1970 population at 43,337; by 1980, it had grown to

64,632--an increase of 49 percent (3). Estimates made by the City of

Fort Collins place the 1980 population at ' 71,100, however, for an

increase of 64 percent. A mail survey of Fort Collins (6) and the 1980

census both i ndi cate that Fort Coll i ns I si ngle fami ly housi ng densi ty is

2.7 persons per dwelling. Fort Collins serve's outside-city customers

estimated to be 10 percent of the city population.

Water use. Values for water use in Fort Collins are presented in

Table 2-8. It should be noted that the actual water use per capita could

TABLE 2-8

FORT COLLINS HISTORIC TREATED WATER USE*

Service Total Annual

Area Water Use Average Use Precipitation

Year Population (Ac re-Feet) Per Person (A.F.) (in. )**

1970 48,400 11.257 .23 14.29
1971 50,800 12,048 .24 13.98
1972 54,200 14,007 .26 9.91
1973 56,400 14,358 .25 14.07
1974 59,300 16,810 .28 11.62
1975 60,400 15,186 .25 17.07
1976 61,700 15,160 .25 10.56
1977 64,200 15,216 .24 12.15
1978 67,100 16,426 .24 14.91

1979 69,000 14,168 .21 22.14

1980 71,100 17,339 .24 14.57

*Source: City of Fort Collins

** 23-year average 14.4 inches
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be as much as 10 percent higher if u.s. Census population estimates are

used instead of Fort Collins' estimates.

It is diffiGult to establish a good estimate .of residential water use

in Fort Collins because the major portion of the customers are

flat-rate. All commercial, industrial, and outside-city accounts are

metered. Multi-family housing, except for duplexes, is also metered.

The unmetered customers consist of single family and duplex residents

within the city. In order to determine flat-rate customer usage, all

metered consumption had to be deducted from the city's total treated

usage.

The difficulty of establishing the average use per account was

compounded by the city's policy to retain records for only three years

plus the current year. There were many gaps within the records which

made some of the existing information unusable, and therefore estimates

were made by synthesizing the available data as explained below.

Review of the city's water billing ledger. shows that 1978 was the

only year with a complete record. From the middle of 1979 through the

~irst half of 1980, the number of flat-rate c~stomer accounts was

unknown. This meant the record for the winter months of January,

February, and March was unusable for 1980 and that total annual

consumption for 1979 and 1980 was also unattainable per flat-rate

account. However, the average in-house use could be determined for the

years 1978, 1979, and 1981 by using the January-February-March figures

for those years.

In order to estimate flat-rate consumption, system losses as well as

miscellaneous unmetered city uses had to first be estimated and deducted
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from the total annual water usage. Fort Collins' estimate of water

unaccounted-for is 10 percent of the total water treated annually.

Accordingly, a 10 percent loss was deducted for the years 1978 and

1979 and then divided evenly over each of the twelve month periods (see

Table 2-9). Because the total water use for 1981 was not available, the

average miscellaneous loss for 1978 and 1979 was assumed for 1981. Each

month's unmetered use was separated from the total monthly consumption by

subtracting all metered consumption (inside and outside city) from the

total amount treated. Miscellaneous losses were then deducted and the

resulting figure was the total monthly flat-rate consumption. This was

then divided by the number of flat-rate customers billed to give the

average winter use per account.

For the three years reported in Table 2-9, the mean monthly use ;s

93,600 gallons per dwelling per year or 7,800 gallons per month per

dwelling, or, on the average, 260 gpd/tap. If the density of 2.7 persons

per household is assumed, then the average daily in-house use is 95

gpcpd. This, coincidentally, is the same as that estimated for Boulder.

In order to accurately determine outside water use, the average

monthly flat-rate use must be computed and then summed over the year. As

mentioned previously, 1978 was the only year that had complete

information . . However, because Fort Collins received 14.91 inches of

precipitation in 1978, which is very close to the average year, it is

assumed that sprinkling use in 1978 is representative of a normal year.

The total annual 1978 flat-rate water use per dwelling was 234,100

gallons. If the average annual in-house use of 93,600 gallons per

dwelling is subtracted from the total 1978 flat-rate consumption, the



TABLE 2-9

DOMESTIC USE FOR FORT COLLINS

= Total Av. Use

Flat Metered Metered Total Total Flat per Flat

Rate Consumption Consumpt"' on Treated Unmetered Misc. Rate Rate

Year Month Accts in C1 ty Outside City Consumption Consumption Losses Consumption Account

(mg) (mg) (mg) (mg) (mg) (mg) (gal.)

1978 Annual -- 1.563 361 5,352 3.428 535

Jan 12,120 83 18 237 136 45 91 750

Feb 12,191 92 15 217 110 45 65 530

Mar 12,251 88 16 277 180 45 135 1,100

1979 Annual -- 1,376 340 4,616 2,900 462

Jan 12.838 86 20 250 144 39 105 820

Feb 12.882 66 20 244 158 39 119 920

Mar 12.963 86 18 260 156 39 117 900

1981 Annual -- N/N N/N N/N N/N N/N N/N

Jan 14.806 99 21 258 138 42* 112 650

Feb 14.839 101 19 241 121 42* 79 530

Mar 14.921 85 20 271 166 42* 124 830

Mean Monthly Value
7800

N/N Not Known
* Averaged 1978-1979 Values

N
0\



resulting figure--attributed to lawn sprinkling--is 140,500 gallons per

year per dwelling. Table 2-10 summarizes Fort Collins' flat-rate

residential use.

TABLE 2-10
SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL USE

For Fort Collins (Flat Rate Customers)

27

Mean Annual Water use/dwelling
Average daily domestic use/dwelling
Mean Annual Sprinkling use/dwelling
Average daily sprinkling use/dwelling

* Average daily domestic use/capita
* Average daily sprinkling ~se/capita

Estimated total daily use/capita

* Assuming a density of 2.7 capita/dwelling

234,100 ga1•

260 gal.
140,500 gal.

390 gal.
95 gal.

140 gal.

240 gal.

In June of 1979, the city of Fort Collins made a computer tabulation

of lot size for all flat-rate accounts (8). An average irrigable area

per residence of 6370 square feet was estimated by using aerial photos.

If the mean annual sprinkling use per dwelling is 140,500 gallons, then

the average annual application is 35 inches.

The probability graph of consumptive use (Figure C-2) in Appendix C

shows that 21 inches of consumptive use is the approximate mode of the

data points for Fort Collins. This consumptive use figure is consistent

with Danielsonls findings that the rates of evaporation for Fort Collins

and Northglenn for the years 1977 and 1978 were 21.1 and 19.7 inches
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respectively (9). If 21 inches is the accepted average annual use, then

Fort Collins flat rate users are applying 14 inches more water than is

actually needed.

Westminster

Population. Since the mid-1950's, Westminster has experienced a

housing boom that has resulted in a tremendous population increase. In

1970, the city's population was 19,400; by 1980, it had grown to 50,200,

an increase of 160 percent. As for density, based on the 1980 census and

the total number of dwelling units, the city has estimated that, on the

average, there are 2.7 persons per dwelling.

Water use. The city of Westminster has metered its water customers

since 1964. The records have been retained, but the manner in which the

billings were recorded has made it difficult to use the resulting

information. Until the beginning of 1980, each month's consumptive use

was added to the previous eleven months, making the task of determining

individual monthly use extremely tedious. At the beginning of 1980, the

accounting system was revised so that total monthly average use per user

type could be readily determined.

To assess Westminster's average monthly domestic use, the entire

city's single family consumptive use for ~anuary, February, and March was

averaged over the years 1979-1981. The mean monthly domestic use,

averaged over the entire city, was 5800 gallons per dwelling unit. This

equates to an average daily use of 200 gallons per dwelling or

approximately 75 gpcpd, as compared with 95 gpcpd for both Boulder and

Fort Collins. Westminster's single family water consumption is presented

in Table 2-11.
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TABLE 2-11
WESTMINSTER'S WATER CONSUMPTION

For Single Family Residences

1980 average water use/dwelling
Average daily domestic use/dwelling
1980 sprinkling use/dwelling

* Average daily domestic use/capita
Average daily sprinkling use/capita

Estimated total daily use/capita

* Assuming 2.7 persons/dwelling

136,000 gal.
200 gal.

64,000 gal.
75 ga1•

65 ga1•

140 gal.

The ci ty of Westmi nster has never made a survey to determi ne average

lawn sizes. Therefore, any estimation of the number of inches annually

applied to Westminster lawns is subject to conjecture. However,

Westminster's 1980 lawn sprinkling use--64,000 gallons per unit as shown

ih 1able 2-11--is close to Boulder's mean sprinkling use of 67,400

gallons per unit (see Table 2-7). As previously determined, Boulder's

annual use figure is associated with an average application of 18

inches. If Westminster lawns are approximately the same average size as

Boulder's, the application rate would range between 17 and 18 inches.

Meter Route Study

In the preceding section, water usage was given as an average per

residence based on total residential use in each .ct ty . In this section,

water meter routes for Boulder and Westminster are investigated to see if
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there is a correlation between water usage under differing water

management policies for areas with similar socioeconomic character.

The criteria used in selecting meter routes was based on the

assumption that (1) family incomes can be equated to average house value

assessment, (2) households are relatively close in size, (3) dOMestic

water use habits are similar, and (4) lot sizes are reasonably equal.

Boulder. The water use data for the metered period under

investigation is for the years 1974 through May of 1981. The routes, 79

and 82, were chosen on the premise that they would be representative of

an actual homeowner's water use behavior for a median-income family in

Boulder. The routes are located in Table Mesa in the southern sector of

the city.

By tabulating the monthly billing data from each of the route books

and averaging the winter months' consumption (January, February, and

March), it was calculated that the mean monthly usage was 7600 gallons

per account. If 2.5 persons per dwelling are assumed, then the average

daily per capita use is 100 gallons, or 5 gpcpd more than the 95 gpcpd

calculated in the city-wide analysis of Boulder.

Lawn sprinkling use was determined by subtracting the total domestic

use of 7600 gallons per month from the mean annual use of 178,300 gallons

per account, resulting in lawn sprinkling consumption of 87,100 gallons

per account. This figure is 19,700 more than the 67,400 gallons found in

the city-wide analysis.

In 1969, Hanke reported that the average effective irrigable area in

route 79 was 0.1271 acres or 5600 square feet (7). This gives an annual

lawn watering application of 25 inches, which ;s 3 inches more than the
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22-inch median consumptive use. If the lawn size is taken as 6100 square

feet, however, the application rate would be 23 inches. Seet page 21.

Westminster. Three of Westminster's meter routes, Nos. 22, 23, and

25, were chosen for comparison to routes 79 and 82 in Boulder. Using the

data for the years 1976-1980, a mean annual use of 160,000 gallons per

account was ca1culated--24,000 gallons more than was determined from the

city-wide analysis. The average domestic use, defined by winter

consumption, was found to be 6900 gallons per month per account--900

gallons in excess of the figure for city-wide usage previously quoted.

Results of Route Studies. Table 2-12 displays the results of the

meter route studies for Boulder and Westminster. Boulder's total use per

dwelling is 10 percent greater than Westminster's, with lawn sprinkling

consumption being 11 percent greater and household use 9 percent

greater. Figures for flat-rate users in Fort Collins are included in

Table 2-12 so that a comparison of non-metered and metered cities can be

made.

From this study, it is clear that Westminster's conservatlon program,

and particularly its inclining block pricing policy, is influencing

homeowners in Westminster to use less water than comparable homeowners in

Boulder or Fort Collins.

Conclusions to Chapter Two

The levels of planning and water management vary greatly for · water

utilities across the state. Metropolitan and other fast-growing areas

have been the most likely to develop water management plans which

integrate policies for increasing supply with demand reduction.
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TABLE 2-12
COMPARISON OF SINGLE FAMILY WATER USE

For Meter Routes in Boulder, Westminster,
and Unmetered Users in Fort Collins

Dwelling
Item

Annual Use/Dwelling

Annual Lawn Sprinkling
Consumption/Dwelling

Monthly Domestic Use/
Dwelling

Average Daily Domestic
Use/Dwelling

Average Daily Domestic
Use/Capita

Boul der Westminster Fort
Meter Routes r4eter Routes Collins

79 &82 22, 23, s 25
(ga1. ) (ga1. ) (ga1. )

178,000 160,000 234,100

87,000 77,000 140,500

7,000 6,900 7,800

250 230 390

100* 85** 95**

* Assuming 2.5 persons/dwelling
** Assuming 2.7 persons/dwelling

Generally, municipalities in Colorado seem reluctant to commit to

comprehensive conservation programs unless forced to do so by supply

shortages or rapid growth. Many towns only began awakening to the need

for more efficient management of existing suppli~s during recent

droughts. As shown by the survey of Colorado towns, however, supply

solutions, particularly development of new supply, are the preferred

methods of meeting future water demands and preparing for future

droughts.

It appears that management policies are the most significant factor

affecting water use. The study of three cities with differing management

policies implies that a policy of metering water customers combined with

an inclining rate structure results in a reduction in lawn sprinkling use

of 40 to 50 percent.



Chapter 3

COST AND AVAILABILITY OF WATER SUPPLIES

The cost and availability of water for municipal use and development

is influenced by many factors--the hydrologic conditions in the area, the

number and type of competitors for water supplies, the expectation or

occurrence of drought, the degree of treatment required, etc. This

chapter will discuss the availability and cost of water in Colorado in

order to provide a basis for the assumptions used in the scenarios of

Chapter 5.

Water Supplies

Purchase of Existing Rights

Most municipalities contacted know little about the current state of

water rights sales, and those who do are generally hesitant to release

information. There is no public record of the purchase price of water

rights, and sales are usually only recorded when application is made to

the courts for a transfer of the purchased right. Since competition for

the available supply is ve~ keen in some areas, information on the sale

of rights is likely to be kept confidential in order to avoid price

inflation of other rights in the area.

Since there is no established water rights market or market value,

municipalities must evaluate purchase prices based on past purchases or

knowledge of sales to others. However, it is difficult to determine the

value of a right by comparison with other direct-flow rights or \~ith
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shares in a different ditch company since priority dates differ, some

rights or shares are enhanced in value by storage, and the times of year

when diversion can be made differs.

Although the State Water Engineer1s Office was not able to supply any

detailed information on the value of water rights in Colorado, they did

state that a price of $5000/acre-foot was a likely upper limit for the

purchase price of a prime right in today1s market (10). More detailed

information can only be obtained from the municipalities themselves.

In 1981, water managers in northeastern Colorado were interviewed in

order to obtain estimates of water rights values; Even though

northeastern Colorado water values may differ from less abundantly

supplied or less populated areas, they will be taken as representative of

colorado due to lack of data for other areas.

In 1981, water from the Colorado-Big Thompson (CST) Project sold for

$i300-$2200/share with an average $1850/share price. The annual 0 &r1

assessment is $5-$5.50/share. The firm yield of a CST share is 0.60

acre-foot per share, but yields have averaged 0.75 acre-foot per share

since 1957. It has been the policy of the conservancy district to

provide a full acre-foot per share ·in dry years. This policy has led

many water managers in northeastern Colorado to equate one share of CST

water with one acre-foot.

By 1981, CBT water had increased by 285% over the amount of

$480/share paid by Boulder in 1974. The mark~t qppears to have varied

somewhat according to hydrologic conditions. When annual precipitation

was well below average in 1976 and a CST share yielded a full acre-foot,

the price jumped from $466/share to $1150/share. Longmont also reports

that the price of CBT water has risen over the years. In 1960, CST units
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were purchased for $50. Purchases in subsequent years rose in price as

follows: 1965 - $100; 1970 - $300; 1975 - $500; 1979 - $2200 (4).

The Windy Gap Project also will provide water for northeastern

Colorado. The project will produce an average of 48,000 acre-feet of

water each year at a project cost of $46.8 million. The estimated annual

cost of delivering the water is $12.5 million or $262/acre-foot. If an

infinite project life and a discount rate of 11%are assumed, the total

capitalized cost is $2345/acre-foot.

Information was also collected on local ditch rights. Values of

ditch stock vary according to their reliability. Boulder has purchased

s~ares in Farmer's Ditch Compa~y which have an average yield of 60

acre-feet/share, but a firm yield of only 20 acre-feet/share. Based on

an average year, Farmer's costs $233.50/acre-foot, but this rises to

$700/acre-foot when calculations are based on the more important dry year

yield. Farmer's has no reservoir storage and withdrawals are made onlY

tluring the irrigation season.

North Poudre Irrigation Ditch Company, near Fort Collins, has a

dependable yield of 5.3 acre-feet/share. ·In 1981, company shares sold

for $1500/acre-foot. This is an increase of 207%from 1974.

The values of water rights in the Denver area are also increasing

quite rapidly. Some water rights in Clear and Ralston Creeks recently

increased more than 30% in a year. In 1980, shares in Farmer's Highline

Canal Company sold for $2300/acre-foot. These shares sold for

$580/acre-foot in 1975.

The Farmer's Reservoir and Irrigation Company (FRICO), which diverts

from Clear Creek, yields 7.5 acre-feet/share and includes 8.2 acre-feet
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of storage with each share. Because of the reliability created by

storage, FRICO shares sold for $3200/acre-foot in 1981--up from

$600/acre-foot in 1975.

These values for ditch stock are comparable to the prices paid by

cities for direct-flow rights. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Westminster is

currently in the process of purchasing irrigation rights at a cost of

$2000-$3000/acre-foot. In 1979, Longmont evaluated water rights of 8000

acre-feet of direct flow and 2500 acre-feet of storage obtained through

developer donation at $2860jacre-foot (4).

Developer Donation Policies

Although developer donation policies can add significantly to a

municipality·s water supply, it should not be expected to provide for all

future needs. Longmont·s water policy, which requres a donation of two

"acre-feet of direct-flow per acre of annexed land, has provided an

average of 1.96 acre-foot of usable water and a 0.6 acre-foot of water

storage per acre (4). It is estimated that residents of Longmont use

approximately 2.3 acre-feet of water per developed acre.

Some cities with developer donation policies allow payment in lieu of

donation. Fort Collins· in-lieu-of rate has reflected the changes in

price of water rights. In 1974, the rate was $400/acre-foot. This

increased by 550% to $2200/acre-foot in 1980. The rate dropped in 1981,

however, to $1900/acre-foot in response to the drop in price of CST units

as the Windy Gap Project comes closer to being completed. The in-lieu-of

rate is kept above the current price of local ditch stocks to help

maintain their value.
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The true cost of a water right is equal to the cost of purchase plus

the costs of transferring the right to a different location and/or a

different use. Therefore, donated rights are not free, but will cost the

city in legal fees and engineering and administrative costs. Recent

transfers of 7000 acre-feet of agricultural rights by Westminster took

three years to proceed through the courts and cost $160,000 or

$23/acre-foot. Longmont has recently begun transferring the donated

rights that have accumulated over the years. The estimated cost of these

transfers is $66-$75/acre-foot (4).

Development of Water Supplies

As revealed in the survey discussed in Chapter 2, all of the Colorado

municipalities questioned feel that new water supplies are available

through development. Available information indicates that the costs of

building new reservoirs have increased, however, since the better dam

sites are already built on and increasing environmental concerns are

being addressed. The costs of developing reservoir storage for several

past and present projects are presented in Table 3-1.

Price Trends of Water Supplies

Municipalities, such as Westminster, which have followed the policy

of purchasing water when available have found that water rights llave been

a good investment because they have grown faster in value than tile rate

of inflation. As shown in Figure 3-1, water rights slowly increased in

price until the mid-1970's, when water prices skyrocketed. Part of this

c::j nc.rease can be explained by inflation as indicated by the rise in the

Co~sumer Price Index plotted in Figure 3-2. The averages of the real

values (adjusted to constant 1982 dollars) for the water rights of Figure



TABLE 3-1

Costs of Providing Reservoir Storage

Pro ipr t C Lt Le s Year Annual V i ~lrl
Cost Rr-a I Cos t ,',,',

Hf'<;pr'voi r f or HIm i c i p;t I
Cons t r uc t o r SlIpp lipcl Comp l p t e d

Pur pose s ( iH~ -rt)
(S/ac-ft) ( I'~ A2 s/a r.- ft )

f\lIn~illl of a .ln r-k s on nonp 1950 10,000 S 390 $ 2, EVI]

Rf'c l a ma t i on ClI lrh (for i rr I r.a t i on )

ConP. j os W"l p.r a Pl at or -o Antonito, 1951 15,000 320 2,2AO
Con se r vancv Hana s sa ,

Distri ct Sanford

No. Fork a I'a on i a Somers et, 19(,2 18,300 430 I,RfJl

Conservancy Pa on i a ,

Oi strict lIotchk i ss

Bure a u of a VPp,il none 1962 32,100
Rac Tama t i on ( f o r I r r l p,at Ion) 500 2,200

Stf'amhQ:\t h N/A":- St namhoa t 1973 N/A 1~'iO qllO

Sp r i ng s pn I il l r,f"'lIlf' nt. Sp r ! np,n

Allr o ra c Sl' i nnp y I\u r ora 1rJ R2 20,000 2,2 50 2, 2';0

~'I"IIlI " i n

For t Col l i n s r- l op Wrl r,hl Fo rt Co l l i ns In prOP.Tess (I, sno 2,ORO 2,IJRO

Westmin s t e r h St.a llrl l py- We stmIn s t er Proposed 5-10, 000 1,500 1,500
PIll ar p,pmpnt

Th o rnt on rl C r os s - Th o r n t On Propo:' f'd 71,000 1,600 1, 600
(' II Ia I r.p OlP II t

f)pn vpr (> Two For k s f)pnv pr F. Pr o p nsf' rl RA,OOO 2.700 1,1 00
~; l l h l lf t, c; In I ')HO

\>
0:



Table J -1 (con t i nued )

Project
Constructor

St. Vrain &
I.e f t lIand
Con se r vancy
DIRtrlct

St. Vrain & f
l.eft lIanrt
Conservancy
Oistrict

Reservoir

Cof f Intop

r.P.Pf C"'nyon

Cities
Supplied

Lonr,mont

Longmont

Year
Completed

Pr oposed
in 1979

Proposed
in 1979

Annual Yield
for Municipal

Purposes (ac-ft)

8,000

111, 600

Cost
(S/ac-ft)

3,500

3,ORO

Real Cost":*
(1982 S/ac-ft)

4,30n

3,ROO

~'''N/A - Not Available

**Rea1 costs were determined by adjustment with the Engineering News-Record Construction
Cost Index.

Sources t

a. Water Conservation Agencies of the State of Colorado, Colorado Water Conservation Board,
Denver, Colo., 1963.

b. April, 1982 survey

c. McCoy, G. A., itA Study of Mun icipa 1 Water Manar,ement Policies and Effects on Water
Supplies in Northern Colorado, It thesis presented to the University of Colorado, Boulder,
Colo., 1982, in partial fulfillment of the 'requirements for the degree of Master of
Science.

d. Br i rnber g , J., "Water Board Wooi.ng Suburbs," Denver Post, VoL 91, No. 12, Aug. 12, 1982,
pp . IC (" 8C.

e. Br i mber g , J., "Reservoir Tract to Increase," Denver Post, Vol. 90, No. 206, May 25,
1982, pp , IB 6. 4B.

f. Rocky Houn t a in Con sultants, Lnc , , Longmont Water St udy : 1979-20/. 0 , City of Longmont,
Colo., Nov. 1979.

\.>J
'-0
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3-1 are shown in Figure 3-3. It is likely that three factors--population

growth, drought, and conversion of water rights from agricultural use to

municipal use-- have combined to cause this increase in the real value of

water rights.

A close look at Figure 3-3 reveals an almost perfectly linear

relationship (note the dotted line) between the 1965-1970 real price

levels and the 1982 value. This paper will assume that this linear

increase will continue, on the average, into the future. Deviations from

this trend can be expected to occur during periods of drought when prices

will rise, only to return to the trend in the years following the

drought.

The costs of reservoir construction have remained fairly constant at

around $2250/acre-foot (in 1982 dollars.) However, as shown in Table

3-1, the costs of proposed reservoirs are higher--averaging

$3700/acre-foot. This higher level reflects the efforts currently

required to reduce environmental impacts as well as the larger

requirements of labor and material needed to make poorer dam sites

usable. It will be assumed that this higher price level will continue.

Drought Supplies

Drought is defined more by its effects than by its causes. According

to Warrick, "Drought is a water shortage ••• which results in an otherwise

unscheduled modification of water supply management practices (11)".

Since a large shortage in annual precipitation, particularly for several

consecutive years, will affect water management practices, precipitation

records can be used generally to define periods of drought when use of a

more accurate method is not feasible.
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Figure 3-4 plots the historical precipitation series for several

Colorado communities. Also shown are the mean precipitation ann the

levels at which precipitation is 10% and 30% below the mean. A single

drought year with precipitatio~ at 30% below normal could have serious

repercussions.

Although a single year with precipitation at 10% below normal is not

likely to cause major problems, several consecutive years with

precipitation at this level or less can be devastating. As shown in

Tables 3-2 and 3-3, the average precipitation in southeastern Colorado

was 90% and 92% of normal in 1976 and 1977 respectively. This reduced

precipitation caused the Arkansas River to flow at 50-60% of normal in

1976 and at only 18-20% of normal in 1977. Table 3-4 shows reservoir

levels dropped to 10-50% of normal.

The number of times precipitation has dropped to less than 70% of

normal in six Colorado municipalities can be determined from Figure 3-4.

Also shown, as indicated by the shaded areas in the figure, are the

occurrences of two or more consecutive years of precipitation at 90% of

normal. The number of occurrences of these events are tabulated in Table

3-5.

These records can allow generalizations concerning the occurrence of

drought in Colorado. Each year there is a 2-12% chance that

precipitation will be 30% less than the mean. There is an approximate

39% chance that precipitation will be 10% less than the mean in anyone

year.

If the annual precipitation of one year is less than 90% of the mean,

there is an average 15% chance that the precipitation in the succeeding
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TABLE 3 - 2

Precipitation During Drought Years

State Region

Northeast

Southeast

South Central

West

Percent of ~ orn.a 1
Station 197 6 19 77

Akron 72 80
Ft. Collins 77 71
Julesburg 54 11 8
Parker 78 12 0
Average 88 88

Colorado Springs 13 0 11 9
Las Animas 76 :q 7

Trinidad 81 12( )
Average 90 92

Alamosa 89 113
Center 76 77
Average 88 81

Aspen 85 90
Crested Butte 61 80
Grand Junction 62 66
Grand Lake q- 115- I

Ignacco 91 74
Nontrose 72 75
Norwood 73 90
Steamboat Springs 75 92
Average 77 85

Source: Howe, C. W., et a1., "Dr ou gh t r-Lndu c e d lr ob l erns
and Responses of Small Towns and Rural Hater En t i t i e s i ll
Colorado: The 1976-1978 Drought," Colorad o h:a t er Re soul c e s
Research Institute COf71pletion Report No. 95, Colorado S t a te~

University, Fort Collins, Colo., June 1980, pp. 13-1 7.
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TABLE 3-3

Strea~flow During Drou ght Years

State Region

Northeast

Southeast

South Central

Southwest

West Central

Northwest

Pe r cen t of 50 -Ye al A v g ,

River 19 76 19 7 7

Cache La Poudre i\ t\ ~': i\~

Upper S. Platte 84 J b

Overall 9 0 90

Cucharas i\}; 36

Arkansas 50-6 0 18-20

Rio Grande NK 20

Dolores & San J uan 70 10-20

Colorado 60 1{j

White 90 8

Yampa 50-60 16

*NN - Near Norma l

Source: Howe, C. W., et al., "Drou ght- I nduc ed lr ob l ems

and Responses of Small Towns and Rural Wa ter Enti tie s i n

Colorado: The 1976-1978 Drought," Col orad o \-\la t er Re s o1.Jrct? s

Research Institute Completion Report No. 95 , Col orado St. a t.c

University, Fort Collins, Colo., June 1980 , p . 10.
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TABLE 3 - 4

Reservoi r Le vels Durin g Drou ght Yea r s

Sta te Re gi on

Northeast

Southea s t

South Central

West Centra l

Area

Park & Dou81as Counti es

Netropol itan

Trinidad & Pueulo

\-iaLs enbur g

Kor t h of Arkan sa s Rive r

Pe r c e nt of xor ma 1
19 76 19 77

60 iO

i\ t\ :': \i\

1\ \ !\ \

50 50

10 10

t\ / A-:::': 30 -LJ 5

~ /A ±\ !\-20

Be 1 0 \,' i\ or rna 1

Southwest La Plata River

Ani mas & Florida Ri vers

t'/A 25

:':N1\-"- Near Nor ma 1

**~ /A - Not Availa ble

Sourc e: Howe, C. hi.,et a L, , "Drou ght-I nduce d I 'ro b Le ms
and Responses of Small TOl-.TI1s and Rural Wate r En t i t ies i n
Colorado: The 1976-1978 Drought," Co l ora d o l\:l ler Re sou rce s
Re s~arch In s titu te Comp l e t i on Report No . 95 , Co l ora d o State
Universit y, Fort Co llins, Colo., June 1980 , PI' . 19 -2 3 .



TABLE 3-·5

Occurrences of Below Normal Precipitation
for Selected Colorado Municipalities

Nunicipality
Years of

Record

No. of Time s
Annual
Precipitation
< 70% of Hean

No. of Times
Annual
Precipitation
< 90% of mean

No. of Times First Year
< 90% of Nean was Followed
by Precipitation < 90% of Mean

in at least

1 yr. 2 yrs. 3 yrs. 4 yrs. 5 yrs.

Fort Collins 101 12 38 13 4 2 1 0

Boulder 87 6 38 15 9 5 2 1

Colorado Springs 96 12 35 15 2 0 0 0

Steamboat Springs 50 1 16 4 1 0 0 0

Non t r os e 50 6 28 14 6 '3 1 0

Trinidad 50 4 It. 6 2 0 0 0

Vl
o
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year will also be less than 90% of the mean. There is a 6% chance that

three successive years with precipitation less than 90% of normal will

occur. There is only a 2% chance that a year with precipitation at 90%

of normal will be followed by three or more equally dry years.

Although there is variation among the climates of Colorado's regions,

these generalizations concerning drought recurrence will be assumed to be

applicable to the entire state. Since the regions of the state are often

hydrologically dependent on one another, either naturally or by human

intervention, drought in one area can affect the rest of the state. This

information will be used to simulate drought cycles in the scenarios of

Chapter 5.



Chapter 4

EFFECTS OF CONSERVATION

Recently, as attention has turned to demand modification,

researchers have attempted to define the effects of water conservation

programs and municipal policies on water demand. Considerable work has

been done to determine the actual quantitative change in demand after

implementation of a program or installation of a conservation device. A

bibliography listing studies which evaluate the effectiveness of various

conservation methods is provided at the end of this report.

Severa'l different conservation programs can be developed based on

this research. Their effects can range from a negligible reduction' to as

much as a 63% reduction with crisis rationing. These methods have

different levels. of public acceptability. The scenarios developed in

Chapter 5 will exhibit the savings possible through the implementation of

the programs described below.

Conservation Programs

Program I--Metering. Metering all of the residential taps in a

community can reduce household water use by about 30%1. Most of this

reduction will be in the sprinkling demand, although domestic use can be

expected to drop slightly as well. A 30% drop in residential use will

1 All estimates of use reduction and cost contained in these program
descriptions are based on a compilation of the estimates given by the
researchers listed in the bibliography mentioned above, unless otherwise
noted.
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cause a 22% drop in municipal use if residential use accounts for 72% of

municipal use.

Metering can also lower the peak use. The peak day to average day

use ratio before metering can be assumed to be 2.6. 2 If metering caused

peak use to drop by 12%, the new peak-to-average ratio would be 2.3.

Installing a meter in a new home during construction is

significantly less expensive than retrofitting. Installation in new

construction costs $125/meter whereas the average cost of installing a

meter in existing construction is $420/meter. Annual costs for meter

maintenance, reading, and billing are $7.50/meter. (See Appendix 0 for

development of metering costs.)

Program 2--Pricing. The amount of water used is dependent upon the

price paid. However, the effect of small price increases can wear off

with time. A change in price structure has a more definitive, lasting

effect.

If the price structure is changed from declining block to inclining

block with a summer penalty charge for large peak users, demand for water

will drop. Average use would be lowered about 3%. The peak-to-average

use ratio would drop by 8%--from 2.3 to 2.1. It is assumed that the new

rates produce the same amount of total revenue from water rates as the

old rates.

Program 3--Education. A strong continuing education program can

lower water use slightly by changing customer habits and attitudes. The

main value of a public education program is not the drop in water use it

brings by itself, but is the creation of a conservation ethic which

enhances the effectiveness of other conservation programs.

2 For the years 1971-1979, Fort Collins had a mean peak-to-average use
ratio of 2.55 (8).
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A strong education program could include monthly bill inserts, a

bi-monthly newsletter during the six-month irrigation season which

provides information on efficient sprinkling and landscaping techniques,

radio announcements, speakers for civic groups, and a water conservation

education series for elementary school children. These efforts can be

expected to produce a 1% drop in residential use--by reducing both

domestic and sprinkling use--at a cost of $10/household/year.

Program 4--Small kit distribution. Conservation devices distributed

by the utility to customers can reduce water use. A small kit

--containing two plastic bags and clips for placing in the toilet tank, a

shower flow restrictor, dye tablets for detecting toilet leaks, and a

pamphlet telling how to use the devices--can be manufactured and

mass-mailed for about $1.25/kit. The results of the program are shown in

Table 4-1.

TABLE 4-1
Results of Program 4

Device
Household

Domestic Water
Savings (percent)

Households
Installing

(percent)

Ci ty-wi de
Domestic Vat er

Savings (percent)

Plastic
toilet bags 4 35 1.4

Shower
restrictors 10 15 1.5

Dye tablets 25 2* 0.5

Total domestic savings

*Percent of households finding toilet leaks and repairing them.
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After the initial installation, it can be expected that some of the

devices will be removed because of malfunction or dissatisfaction with

performance. The savings lost due to this can be recovered if kits are

continually mailed to new residents in existing homes as they open water

billing accounts. It is assumed that continued installation of new

devices more than balances the removal or deterioration of previously

installed devices.

Program 5--Large kit distribution. Kits can be distributed

door-to-door by school or civic groups for minimal cost. These kits

would include two toilet dams, a shower f l ow restrictor, a faucet

aerator, and dye tablets. An educational pamphlet included in the kit

would explain how to install the devices, and the kit distributors could

provide additional information or installation if needed. The results of

this program are displayed in Table 4.2.

TABLE 4-2
Results of Program 5

Device

Toilet dams

Faucet
aerators

Shower
restrictors

Dye tablets

Household Households City-wide
Domestic Water Installing Domestir. Water

Savings (percent) (percent) Savings (percent)

8 65 5.2

3 60 1.8

10 30 3.0

25 3* 0.75
----

Total domestic savings 3. 4 ~~

*Percent of households finding toilet leaks and repairing them.
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Program 6--Building code modification. Installation of water-saving

devices can be much more effective in new construction. If building

codes were changed to require installation of shallow-trap toilets,

flow-restricting showerheads, and faucet aerators on all taps, domestic

water use could be lowered by 20% or more. These fixtures would cost

approximately $35/house more than ordinary fixtures.

Program 7--0rought contingency. A contingency plan to be

implemented during droughts or emergencies can produce large temporary

drops in use. This plan would consist of restrictions on the times and

types of water use and a strong informational program to make the public

aware of the crisis.

In a typical metered city, light restrictions can reduce water use

by 10%. Due to the larger sprinkling use in unmetered cities, the same

restrictions can produce a 20% decrease in use. Further restrictions can

bring reductions of 25-40% in metered or unmetered cities. The level of

reduction reached can be increased if a continuous education program has

created a conservation ethic. Severe rationing can achieve a 60%

reduction in use but can probably only be implemented in metered cities.

It will be assumed that the restrictions program will pay for itself

through penalties and special watering permits. The lowered revenues

caused by the temporary drop in water use should be taken into account.

Water and Wastewater Savings

As domestic and sprinkling use drops, the amount of treated water

required drops, thereby saving chemicals and energy. Likewise, as

domestic use drops, the amount of wastewater generated is reduced,
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possibly saving money as well. A reduction in sprinkling use could also

reduce the quantity of wastewater if sewer infiltration is high.

The cost of power and chemicals for water treatment can be assumed

to be proportional to the amount of water treated. Therefore, if the

average cost were $275/MG,3 a city which experienced a 10% drop in

demand from 5 MGD to 4.5 MGD would save $137.50 daily or $50,190 yearly.

The treatment savings from a reduction in wastewater are not as

easily calculated, however, since the cost of wastewater treatment is

more dependent on the strength of the wastewater, rather than the

quantity. Therefore, a reduction in water use could possibly increase

wastewater treatment costs.

The California Department of Water Resources has evaluated the

changes which took place in seventeen wastewater treatment plants due to

the flow reductions occurring during the 1976-1977 drought (12). The

energy use of the wastewater plants dropped to a maximum reduction of 20%

at a 50% reduction in wastewater flow. Use of chemicals ranged from a

30% reduction to a 50% increase in use. The change in overall 0 &M

costs ranged from a decrease of 5% to an increase of 4%.

The major savings from wastewater reduction appears to be from

delaying capital expenditures for treatment expansions, not from reduced

operation and maintenance costs. Further calculations will assume no

change in 0 &Mcosts as a result of reduced wastewater flows due to

implementation of a domestic water conservation program.

3 Communications with Pam Mulhall at the city of Westminster and with Jim
Carnady, Boulder water treatment plant operator, revealed that
Westminster's average cost for treating drinking water was $283/mg and
Boulder's cost was $266/mg.
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Legal Considerations

It has been suggested that the appropriation doctrine encourages

waste by requiring a water right to be used in order to be retained. 4

However, this assumption ignores two important aspects of the law.

First, a water right must be applied to a beneficial use in order to

be established and maintained. The courts have ruled many times that a

senior appropriator may not take water and waste it when a junior

appropriator could put it to beneficial use.

Secondly, some municipalities fear that water rights which will be

needed to serve growing populations in the future will be considered

abandoned if not taken and put to any use now--no matter how wasteful.

This fear ;s not justified. Abandonment consists of actual non-use and

the intent to permanently discontinue use. Municipalities are allowed to

hold water rights in excess of their present needs in order to prepare

for future growth--not for speculation. The Colorado Supreme Court has

ordered that the informed, good-faith opinions of government agencies on

the need for future water supplies must be recognized. Therefore, if a

city intends to use its excess water in the future and has a well

grounded comprehensive plan for use of its rights, there is little chance

of losing its water rights through more efficient use.

If a city has established a conditional decree, development of the

water right must be pursued with due diligence and full use of the rights

made before the decree is made final. Again, intent is important. If a

municipality wishes to institute a conservation program at the same time

as developing a conditional decreev-f t is necessary to have a detailed

4 A comprehensive review of Colorado water law is provided by Radosevich
(13 ).



.TABLE 2-3

Water Use and Percentage of
Resid ences l'letered for Selected ~lun i c ipa l it i e s

Total Use/ Use / Re s . f'e r ce nt
l'Junicipa 1it v Cap. Cgpcpd) Tap~': (gpt pd) Ne t e r ed

Type I

Boulder 192 32 0 100
En g Lewood 275 500 10
Ft. Collins 225 60 0 0
Greele y 296 660 35
Westminster 140 380 100

Type II

Bright on 242 720 0
Broomfield 141 43 0 100
Longmont 243 670 0
Lovelan d 246 6{~ a 0
Layfayette 129 34 0 100

Type II I

Crested Butte 200 {,50 5
Rangel y 185 510 100
Steamboat Springs 260 640 0
Yuma 260 650 100

Type I V

Akron 185 390 10 0
Agui l ar 120 27 0 100
Gran by 250 610 10
t-leeke r 234 590 10 0
Nucla 155 {dO 10 0
Wals h 440 1, 05 0 a

Type V

Chera \~ 205 550 100
La Jara 200 610 0

*Inc lude s multi-famil y housi ng

9
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comprehensive plan in order to document actual progress and intent for

future work on the system as a whole.

Some cities have felt that water ma~ not always be as readily.

available for purchase or development in the future when competition

becomes more intense for the available supply. This is likely to be

true, but municipalities are in the unique position of requiring water

for a preferred use--domestic supply. They have the power of eminent

domain and can institute condemnation proceedings against unwilling

agricultural or industrial water rights sellers. Therefore, while other

water users may be unable to find new supplies, cities will always be

able to obtain sufficient water if they are willing to pay the financial

and political price.

When water is used more efficiently, return flows are reduced as the

percentage consumed rises. It is questionable whether the downstream

users who relied on the return flow have any legal recourse, however. If

the water was imported from another watershed, the importer has the right

to reuse and dispose of the water without concern to other appro

priators. If the water was natural to the stream, it is likely that,

unless the right has been transferred, the return flow has never been

quantified. Since return flows vary from year to year anyway, the

reduction in water availability may never be attributed to the increased

efficiency.

A water user is allowed some freedom to make changes in his use. An

appropriator is allowed to capture seepage on his land and reuse it, but

only on the same land. A farmer could switch to a more water intensive

crop or cropping pattern. A change in the point of return to the stream
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can be made without concern to junior appropriators, since they have no

right of control over the water works of an upstream appropriation.

Under these conditions, a downstream junior appropriator would have

little control over the effects of the change in usage on him. However,

releases of raw water from storage may be required to meet the needs of

senior appropriators.

The most likely view the courts will take in the future toward more

efficient water use was summarized recently in Fellhouer vs. People

(14). The concept of maximum utilization of the state's water resources

was found to be implicit in the state Constitution. The court stated:

As administration of water approaches its second century,
the curtain is opening upon the new drama of 'maximum
utilization' and how constitutionally that doctrine can be
integrated into the law of vested rights. We have known for a
long time that the doctrine was lurking in the background as a
result of the accepted, though oft violated, principle that
the right to water does not give the right to waste it.

In the future, efforts to develop new water supplies will work

hand-in-hand with efforts to use the existing supply more efficiently.



Chapter 5

SCENARIOS OF THE EFFECT OF

WATER CONSERVATION ON MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLIES

Since the management choices of water utilities are limited by

monetary constraints, demand reduction alternatives must be compared to

the supply solutions in order to determine the policies which will

provide the water needed in the future at the least cost. This

determination can be made by using the scenario technique.

This chapter will develop scenarios, for each of the city types

described in Chapter 2, to illustrate the possible long-term advantages

and consequences of following each of the programs developed in Chapter

4. The costs and benefits occurring over a 3D-year period (until 2013)

from implementing Programs -1 through 6 will be estimated and presented in

terms of present worth for comparison. Additional scenarios, utilizing

Program 7, will be developed to illustrate the effects of drought on

conserving and non-conserving cities of each ,type .

Characteristics of the Scenario Municipalities

Population and Growth Characteristics

Table 5-1 presents the current population, density, and growth rates

for the hypothetical cities of each type. Type III is characterized by

two different examples--III-A and 111-B-- which have different growth

rates in order to reflect the wide variation in growth rates of the

cities on which they are based. (See Table 2-2.) The population
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densities are assumed to remain constant until 2013.

TABLE 5-1

Population Characteristics and Growth
Rates for Hypothetical Municipalities

City
Type

1982
Population

Population
Density

per household

Ci ty-wi de
Domestic Water

1982-2002 2002-2013

I 70,000 2.25 2.7 0.9

I I 25,000 2.80 2.4 1.2

III-A 3,000 2.50 3.5 0.8

111-8 3,000 2.50 8.9 0.9

IV 1,100 2.40 0.2 0.2

V 550 2.80 3.9 1.2

Water Supplies

The policy of each of the communities is to possess sufficient water

rights to meet the projected annual demand ten years in the future.

Water rights are purchased as needed to fulfill this policy. None of the

communities have a developer donation requirement.

City Types I, II, and III currently own direct-flow rights which

will meet their needs until 1993 at present per capita use levels. The

Type IV community expects its supply to meet its needs for at least 30

years until 2013 or later. The Type V town will meet the limits of its

current direct-flow supply in 2003 at present levels of per capita water

use.

When determining water requirements, the hypothetical cities include

a storage reserve factor (RF) to meet demands during drought periods.

Storage is also provided to meet seasonal demands. (See Appendix E for
calculation of the RF and the seasonal storage requirement.)
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The amount of water storage currently available to each of the

hypothetic3l municipalities is sufficient to meet the reserve requirement

for some time into the future--until 1993 for City Types I, II, and V;

until 1988 for Type III; and until well past 2013 for Type IV. Each of

the hypothetical cities, except the Type IV community, is currently

planning a storage project to be completed when the storage requirement

just equals the amount of storage available. The amount of water and

storage currently owned by each of the hypothetical communities is shown

in Table 5-2.

TABLE 5-2

Current Water Supplies and Storage

Water
Supplies

(acre-feet) I

Direct Flow 34,081

Storage 50,510

II

11,246

16,688

City Type

III-A III-B

1,506 2,496

1,899 2,574

IV

536

761

V

401

414

Treatment Facilities

At present per capita use rates, the capacity of the water treatment

plants of all the communities will be met in 1988. Each of the

municipalities has begun considering designs for a new treatment plant,

to begin producing water in 1988, which will meet treated water needs

until 2013.



The wastewater treatment facilities of all the hypothetical

municipalities are expected to reach capacity in 1993 at present rates of

wastewater generation. New plants, which will meet projected needs until

2013, are presently being planned for completion in 1993.

Current water use and wastewater flows for each of the hypothetical

cities are presented along with the present plant capacities in Table

5-3. The maximum water treatment plant capacity is 2.6 times the

expected average day demand in 1988. The design capacity of the

wastewater treatment plants is 2.25 times the expected average day flow

in 1993 (IS). The average day wastewater flow will be taken as 145

gpcpd.5

Scenarios of Future
Water Management Alternatives

In order to compare the water management alternatives available to .

each of the hypothetical communities, an economic analysis spanning 30

years will be carried out. The analysis is based on the premise that a

stream of costs will be generated whether or not the communities practice

any of the conservation programs developed in Chapter 4.

Since expenditures will occur on an irregular basis throughout the

study period, they will be expressed in terms of present worth (defined

as the amount of money, which if set aside in the first year of the

analysis, would be equal to the future expenditures at the given discount

rate). In order to reduce the dependency of the analysis outcomes on the

5 Hopp and Darby estimate that wastewater flows average 145 gpcpd (16).
This figure is in agreement with Longmont's experience. In 1979, the
Longmont wastewater plant treated an average of 150 gpcpd. It was
estimated that residential use accounted for 100 gpcpd, industrial and
commercial use made up 40 gpcpd, and infiltration was 10 gpcpd (4).

64



TABLE 5-)

Wa t er Use, Wa stewate r Flows, and Plan t Capa c i t i e s
for Hypothetical Huni.c i.pa l i.t i.e s

in 19R2

Ave ra ge Peak Ave r a ge Peak Max imum Naximum
City Municipal ~1unic i pal Municipal t-1un ic i pa 1 Wat e r Was t ewater
Type Wat er Use WJ.t er Use Wastewater Wa s t ewa t p.r Trea tment Treatment

(MC,D) (t-1GD) Flow Flow Capacit y Capacit y
(NCO) UIGD) (NGD) (~1C,D )

I 23. 33 60. 6 10.15 22.S 71.1 30.6

II 7.94 20.6 3.63 8.2 23.8 10.6

III-A 0.95 2.5 0.1.4 1.0 3.0 1.4

11I-B 0.95 2. 5 o.!44 1.0 4.1 2.5

IV 0 .1.5 1 . 2 0.1 6 0 .11 1.2 o,«

V 0. 17 0 . 4 0.08 0. 2 0. 5 0.3

0'\
V1



discount rates, three differing rates--low (9%), medium (11%), and high

(13%)-- will be used.

In the following analysis, adjustments for inflation will not be

included. Instead, all expenditures will be expressed as real costs in

1983 dollars.

Alternatives will be compared from the economic viewpoint of the

municipality since there must be sufficient economic advantage to the

municipality to implement the programs. Therefore, the water and energy

sdvings of the customers will not be included. Also, the costs to

downstream users from reduced return flows due to conservation will not

be included in the analysis, since these costs are not borne directly by

the city.

Water Use Reduction and Costs Due to Implementation

of Water Conservation Programs

Initially, none of the hypothetical cities have metered residential

customers. Therefore, their average daily water use is comparable to

that of the actual unmetered cities on which each type is based, as shown

in Table 5-4. Program 0 involves no changes to the current system

operation and assumes that the present levels of water use will continue

into the future.

City Types III, IV, and V could complete metering in one year, by

the end of 1983. Use reductions from metering would not reach their peak

until a year later, at the end of 1984, since demand will not be lowered

until customers have become accustomed to paying water bills based on

actual water use. If other programs are introduced at the beginning of

1985, reductions in water use should reach their maximum potential by the

end of 1985.
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TABLE 5 - ( I

Eff e cts of ~fate r Hana ge me n t Pr ogr ;1 m::;
on Ave rage Daily Res i.d e n ti a I l.Jat e r Use

67

Ave ra ge Dn i l v J':c s id eI1LLl l 1\'; l !J,t ' l' : " f \ ' l '

Household (gptpd) af ter J'l' ogt'; ] l (I IIII\I]I ' ::,I ' ll l . i t i on
i 11 Ci t y TYJl(-~

1.' r ogram(::; )
I mp Le me n t cd
and
Hater Sav i ngs
over
Ba se I'r ontau, U I II III-A III- /'. \ '

"

Program 0 540 6[,0 570 5 70 7CH.l e TC

I' r ogra m 1 37 8 4 '~ 8 399 y)~ ( 1( / U /,2 7

Savings 162 192 17 1. 1. 71 :2 J. I) 103

Programs 1 r 2 36 7 435 J S7 387 LI 7) / ; I ! lLt

Savin gs 173 205 183 1 83 )) :- P)6'- ~ .J

I'r ograrns 1 li
) 37 (, 4 t j LI 395 yi') I, ~-: ) 1,2 3. J

Savings 166 19 6 175 l "",r 21 ') 1 ')8i )

Pr ogra ms 1 i. 2 & 3 363 431 3 ~U 3 0.3 I, ~ ( i ,': : U

Sa v i n gs 177 209 1 8:) 1. " L '
~ , ~ ' \ ..! OU(" , ' .::. j l J

Progra ms 1 & / , 372 4 LIO 392 3()2 /~ ~.; "j / 1J I)

Savings 168 200 17 8 17 :.:: .2 ) - 1C/ 1I

Prograrr:s 1 & :2 & ~ 361 L.28 3-80 3 8() "- ( I fl ll 7

Savings 179 212 190 lC)( ) 2 31 2U3

Frofjram s 1 r .s 359 L12 t, J 78 :37f: I ' I I L',UJL:.: .. I I , , '

Sav i ngs 181 216 192 1(}2 ~ 31 2U7

1' 1' o gral~l s 1 t. 2 & 5 3L' 8 412 366 J ()(. ( , " J ' - , ]'1 1.

Sa v i n g s l ~) 2 228 203 2( ' 3 2"'1
" 2 1()J

Pr og r arns 1 [, (j .:; 3/12 LI(U J S9 Y ') ' ) .', ; ,~ ~ ~ ~ :~ :2

S a v i n r.s 19 .s 237 2 11 21 I _:/,:..: 22 ;--:

l ' 1- o~ ~, r-<l ll ~ S 1 ,\.." 2 r (1 :'; 332 ]<)1 J.!,s J.'I ;--: ," ,::-, J 7( 1,',
S;l\'i n [.~ ; 211 0 2 ll ~ 222 2 ') OJ ' ) 21, 0. _ I ;. .. _

:':Thc sa vi ngs fcorn I 'r ogratu 6 ( bui l di nG c o' .c IL ( I' ; i f i el l Lion )

apply only t :) n ew con s t ru c t i on •
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City Type II will require two years, until the end of 1984, to

complete metering. The maximum reduction in use from metering will be

reached at the end of 1985. City Type I will finish metering in three

years, by the end of 1985, and will see a maximum use reduction from

metering at the end of 1986. If other programs are put into effect in

these two city types, they will produce their maxinum results by the end

of 1987 and 1986 for City Types I and II, respectively.

The costs of program implementation are summarized in Table 5-5.

Program 0 obviously has no implementation cost. Program 2 ;s assumed to

have no additional cost (other than possible political costs) if it is

put into effect at the same time as Program 1.

Future Additions to Water Supplies

If the hypothetical communities institute conservation programs,

they will reduce their need to acquire additiona~ water supplies to meet

future demands. Since the conservation programs are aimed at reducing

water use by residential customers, it will be assumed that other types

of municipal use are unaffected by the programs and remain equal to 72%

of the municipal use under Program O.

As an example of the reductions in water supplies which are

possible, Figure 5-1 diagrams the required direct-flow supplies for City

Type I with no conservation, with metering, and with a strong

conservation program. These figures are followed by Table 5-6 whi ch

summarizes the cost of additions of direct-flow rights under each program

for each city type. Table 5-7 shows the size and cost of storage

additions for each city type under each program.

City Type IV is not represented in Table 5-6 or 5-7 since its

current water supplies and storage will meet its needs until after 2013.



TABLE 5-5

Costs of Program Imp1ernentaL ion

Present Worth (5) in 198 3

For For Cit y Ty po
l 'io ~~rarJ 3 ) I I I I I 1-:\ 111-1) I " VI;

(I 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 - At <)~{ ~; 13 , 357 , 000 3,93 7, 000 575 ,000 779,000 19(1,000 96 ,000

11 :~ , 12 ,969 ,000 3,857 , 00 0 565 ,000 735, 000 19 t1,OOO 9 tl ,OOO
1. 3 ~~ 12, 630, 000 J, 79 0, (JOO 558 ,000 701 , 000 19 t1,000 92 ,000

2+ ° ° 0 0 0 0
J - At 9 '" 3 , '~I 06 , 0Ua 1, 018, 000 I G8, 000 32L"O OO 4LI, 000 · 29 , 000fa

11 /~ 2 ,698 ,000 819, 000 136, 000 252 ,000 37,000 23',000
1 3 ~~ 2 ,179 ,000 673 ,000 11 3,000 201 ,000 31, 000 19, 000

! , - At 9i~ 45, 630 13,76U 2, 020 2 , Lila 72u 380
11~:. 40 , ] !ll) 12, J tW i , :-;50 2 ,2 UO 660 340
13 ~~ ](> ,O G{) ,11 , 2l,0 1, 300 2 , 030 610 31U

:> - At 9~~ 3!' !' ,1;()(j 1.03,550 15 ,300 17, ~~ 30 5 ,320 2 ,550
1 ] ': j 1 ? , 3 ·~( ; ~) 7 , 5cW 1~ , V ) o 17 ,110 'J ,1()() 2 ,4 Z10
13":: 2'1 '), lj () U ~1 ~ . or. o 13 ,3E:O 1S , 60(j {, , G5 0 2 ,2 3U

Ii - .-\t t) 7-:, 2 (J 7 , 33(1 7!1, 770 17 , I)lO () ~) ,'I SO 300 3,2 60
11.: .2 ] :.' , ,- ~ () ()1 , " !I0 1I I , .2 ~ .~ ( I 5 7 ,13() 2 /1l) 2 , 710
1., "- l ~:; J , lOI ; 51 ,31.0 12 ,1 60 / 1 7 , ' ,I ~ (J 2CJO 2 ,JUU. J '

+ 1 1. l ' r - (H.~c! : :: 2 L l ' ~l t". i.: tJ I ,.~[r c ct a t t il ':": ::;;11:,1.' t i .r.o a s !' r{) ; :I. ; ~ ! : 1 1 , th c r e i s 110 <ld:.l i ti ()rlJl c ost. .

0'\
"-0
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TABLE 5-6

Costs for Additions to Direct-Flm.; Ri g h t s

v
FOl- C i ty Ty j«.

I I I -A 11. J - I)III

Amount of D'i re c t r-F'Low Rights Held ill 20J.3 (a c -ft)

and Present \~orth (103 $) iE 19 83
Under

Program(s)

o Arnoun t 53,635 18,274 2,517 7,065 515

Present {vorth
,\t 9 ~~

11 %
13;~

27,059 .
23,49!t
20,75 6

8,9 ] LI

7,590
6,5 83

1, I.,87
1,309
1,1 70

7 , 16 l
1) , 3 73
) ,6<J9

9 5
6R
5 0

1 Arnoun t 42,050 14,327 1,9 73 ) ,) 3<J

Present ~~orth

At 9 ;~

11 %
13~~

7,137
5,305
4,012

2, 4 87
1,780
1,295

51 2
4 07
32 ~)

! , , ·:,2 lJ
) (» ) 'J

..) , ..' ..) '-

3 , 3) 1

1
1
U

1 & 2 -- Amount 41,263 14,060 1, 935 r I " ')

.J , Y ') ~

Present Worth
At 9%

11%
13~~

6,01.10
'4 , 3 88
3,2111

2,156
1,514
1,079

t.,S 3

356
2 8..'1

! , , 21.12
3 ,661
J , l ~) { I

()

o
o

1 E. 3 -- Amount 1, 9 GO

Present ~~orth

At 9 :'~

11%
13;"

6,73 8
4,97]
3,732

2,3 83
1. , 0 ~).5

1,225

/ , <) 7
J q!,
J 1 ~~

I , 3(1 (i

'3, 77 ·',
J , ~ : ) 8

o
l J

u ·

1 & 2 & 3 - - l \ mou 11t t.10,977 13,978 1,922 ) , j'J ()

l're sent; h'orth
;\ t 9 ~~

11 '"~

13 ~~

5,652
t.1,066
2,973

2,059
J., .'137
1,018

..'13G·
:.. 7.S
1:',)

I,, ] 0 1.

J , U V,
J , 1!, .3

{1

()

o



TABLE 5-6 ( c on t i nue d )
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Amount of Direct-F1 m.,r Ri ght s Held i n 201.3 (ae -ft)

Under
and Present l.Jorth (103 ·s ) ill 1983

Pr ogram(s ) FO l ' City Ty pe
I I I 111-:\ 1.11-B V

1 & 4 & 6 -- Amoun t 4 0 , 669 13,808 1., 895 5 , 2 3 ~) 401

Present \~orth

At 9 al 5,366 1, 903 38/1 J ,I)30 010

11 % 3,566 1,321 29 7 J , 3 (;2 0
13 /~ 2, 809 931 243 2 ,<)42 0

1 & 2 & { I -- Amoun t 39,914 13,562 1, 859 5 ,139 (101
& 6

Pr e sent; Horth
At 9°' 4, t{ 15 1,633 3 t l ) 3 "} '" °/0 . ,.)~ ,-

1 1 ~~ 3,085 1, 001') 2 (,/1 '3, 22 7 0
13% 2,187 769 206 2 ,~OO 0

1 & 5 & 6 -- Amoun t 40,152 13,633 1.; B7 ( 1 ~ ,21) Ll ()]

Present Hart h
At 9 ~:: 4, 66 !~ 1,G9 5 351 J , ,'-: ~n ()

11 ~~ 3,276 1,1 58 256 3 , J3C, 0
13 ;~ 2,336 802 218 2 , S~I 8 0

1 & "2 & 5 -- Amount 39,397 13,3 86 1, 838 5,1 15 (101
& 6

Present l~ ort 11
At 9% 3, 794 1,442 312 3, 2 73 0

11% 2,59 6 967 256 :3 , 1:,,0 ()

13 ~~ 1,801 65 7 218 2 ,7S() o



TABLE 5-7

Cos t s for \";ater Stora ge Addit ions

Year of Complet ion, Si ze of Project* ( ac - [c )
and Present h'orth~':~': ( 1 0 3 $ ) i n 1983

Unde r
For- Ci Ly TY j1(~

Pr oGram( s )
I II 1 I I - /\ I] 1 - H v

0 Yea l'+ 19 93 1993 1<) 88 } 118 8 19 C} J

Size 14,2 00 4 , 178 1,2 11 5 , () S') 17 P-
Year 2003 2003 200] 2 tJ(!.3 2003
Size 6,065 2, 6/13 25 8 ~~: l) 3 75

Pre sent Harth
At 9"" 26,196 8 , 271.. J ,U i-) 2 1(, , 1.1 31 328.- .,

11% 21,2 87 6, 65 7 2, 7 78 1 J, S2 0 26('
13% 17, tl26 5 , (103 2 ,51 5 12 ,2 ~ 6 21 \,::

1 Yea r 2001 20CU ] ~) ~) " ] t; l/ O 1 ~-'0 l)

Size 5, 801 2, 029 783 (I , ~;:'Q 1I G

Pre s en t Wor t h
At 9;~ 4,550 1,339 1,123 C) , f:\ ·l.\ 1 1U8

11 ~~ 3,2 80 931 - 91 9 8 , 7tJl i') 1
13 ~~ 2,3 78 652 755 7 , () 7~) 61

1 & 2 -- Year 20 02 200tj 199 5 p }t) () l Sl!)<)
Size 4 , 754 1, 682 732 ( I , ~~ ]f) l OG

I 're s en t hrorth
At 9:: 3, LI 21 1 ,019 I) (13 () , ~, l) 1 C) ~ )

11 7:, 2, 422 695 774 8 , /1' 1() 7·',
13 ~~ 1,726 478 625 7 , /, 'J " re-

. J .)

1 r J -- Yea r 20t)} 2003 1(! <) / , 11, I) I) Fl() ~ )l.i

Size 5, t,l7 1,919 llit) I , , :.' "3 J 113

Pr e sen t Har th
At 9°i 4,2/19 1,2C)7 1, 089 C) , 7 ~·· 2 10 5' 0

11:;: 3,063 88 0 ~',q q H, l ) 1 '1 7q

13% 2,221 616 7J<J 7, I ; I I ~ 5~)
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TABLE 5-7 (cOl1tinllf~d)
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Ye<1l" of Comple t i on , Size of J'ro je c t » (a c - fL) ,

and Present ~~or t h~':~': ( 103 ~. ) in 11)S3

Under For City Ty pe
Pr ogram( s ) I I I l I1 -1\ II I- j-; V

1 & 2 [~ 3 Yea r 2003 200.5 19 9 S 1() I) U 1 ~) C) ~1

Size 4 , 3 71 1,573 71 t, ! I , ( )Cl 1 11)3

Pre s en t ~~ ort !l
At () ~~ 2,885 87 [, 9 3~) l ) , 'f II .' , 90

11~~ 2, 005 586 .., c- c :3 , ~ ( I 77-I _l _)

13;~ 1,404 39 6 (lU9 ~ '\ -. " Sf,I , .:J / ':-1

1 & 4 & 6 Year 2004 2006 1995 1n l j 1 2000
Size 3,887 1, 34 7 67 1 !1,.', 38 91

Present ~.Jor th

At C)"/ 2,354 687 88 3 8 ,.2 I, I. 7~
. " 1 0

1 1"to 1, 606 452 710 7,1 2:") 57
13 7~ 1,105 300 573 (j , ~ 3 () (12

1 & 2 & 4 & 6--Year 2006 20 07 1996 ] (J< ) ] 2000
Si z e 2,884 1, 028 622 ! I , J Of) 82

Pr e s ent Wort h
At 9 ~~ 1, II 70 (,81 751 7, () 9 1: 70

11 !~ 96 8 31 1 593 6 , <) 1J 51
13% 641 202 1,70 5 , ~1 1; ,1 , 38

1 & 5 & 6 Ye;1r 2006 2007 1996 11) <) 1 201)0

Siz e 3,030 1, 056 63G 1, , ] 1l 1--; 35

Present HOLlh
..\ t: 9:,'. 1 , 5 /~ 5 119 1., 7(J 0 ?-~ , J {, / 73

11 7:, 1,017 319 606 7 , ( ) ( )J 53
13 ~~ 674 208 481 6 ,12 2 ] <)



TABLE 5-7 (continu e d )

Year of Completi on , S i ze of Pr o jc c t v (ac-fL ) ,
and Pre sen t Hor t h~':~': (103 $ ) in l~) 83

Un der For Ci ty Typ e
Pr ogram(s ) I I I I I I-A 11 1- !', V

75

1 & 2 & 5 & 6 - -Year
Si ze

Pre sent ~'lort!l

At 9%
11%
13~~

2008
2,032

8 72
553
354

20.09 199 6 1() Il l

738 587 3 , 95U

29 1 70 8 7,3 3)
181 559 (j , 3-', 1

11'1 ' 14 Lj 5 , ,I, ~.l 8

2001
75

59
112

.31

~':The projects are sized to pr ovide su t fi c i.e n t s t ora ge
to me e t nee ds until 2013.

~': ~':S torage projects are a s s urned to cos t $ 3 7(W / ;iC- f L
in the year in Hh i c h the y a r e comp l et e d.

+I f n o conservation me thods are practiced , d~; u nd e r
P'r c gr ara 0 , t wo pro jects wi l l be requi r e d t o -rnce t n e (' l h un t i l
20 13 . :



Therefore, the Type IV commuity will have no expenditures for additional

water supplies.

Future Treatment Expansions

Since each of the hypothetical communities are facing the prospect

of constructing a new water treatment plant in 1988 and a new wastewater

treatment plant in 1993 if present use levels continue, they have begun

considering metering and conservation as management alternatives. The

water and wastewater treatment facilities which would be required under

Programs 1 through 6 are described in Tables 5-8 and 5-9.

The 0 &Mcosts for water treatment under each program are

delineated in Table 5-10. As previously discussed in Chapter 4,

wastewater treatment 0 &Mcosts are assumed to remain constant as

wastewater flows are reduced. Cost information for the treatment plant

components, on which the present worth values in Tables 5-8 through 5-10

are based, can be found in Appendix F.

The peak wastewater flow is assumed to remain at 2.25 times the

average flow. Each program reduces the average day wastewater flow

(equal to 145 gpcpd under Program 0) by the same amount that it reduces

domestic flow. Decreases in wastewater flow due to possible reductions

in infiltration are not taken into account.

Overall Benefits and Costs
of the Management Alternatives

Conservation can provide savings for all of the city types studied

by reducing capital expenditures and prolonging the time until they must

be made, and by reducing operation and maintenance costs. A summary of

the savings from conservation, which were developed in the previous

section, is presented in Table 5-11.
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TABLE 5.-8

Additions to Water Treatment Facilitie s

Year of Compl.e t ion, Size of Pr o jecvv UIGD )

Under
and Pr e s en t \.Jor t h -:.. -:.. ( 103 $) i n ]9 83

Program(s) For Cit y Type
I II III-A 111-13 IV v

0 Year 1988 1988 19 88 1988 19 P. 8 1983
Size 42.72 13.84 2. 39 10. 89 O.O t! 0 . 56

Pre s ent Wort h
At 9<" 7,730 3, 743 1,200 3,242 1!12 32 3' 0

11 /e 7,059 3,410 1,09 6 2,961 1.3U 295
13 ~~ 6 ,4 56 3, 119 1,002 2, 708 119 2 70

1 Year 2000 2001 1996 1991 > 201 J+ 1994
Size 11.51 3.52 0.91 6 . 78 0 . 27

l'resent \-J art h
At 9°/ 1,205 494 236 1,841 0 183' 0

1 1 ;~ 88~ 356 186 1,59 2 0 15 0
13 ~o 653 258 148 1,380 0 123

1 & 2 -- Year 2004 2007 199 8 199 2 > 201 3 1996
Si ze 5.75 1. 62 0.6 4 6. 02 0 . 22

Pre s en t Worth
At 9~' 526 192 142 1, 5 ~1 2 0 139. , ~

1 1 ;~ 359 124 108 1,30e) () 110
13 !~ 247 81 83 1,11 5 U 87

1 & 3 -- Year 2000 2002 1997 1991 > 2013 1994
Size 10.98 3.37 0.89 6 . 72 0 . 27

Present Horth
At 9 ;~ 1,153 439 186 1,841 0 18 3

11 ;~ 846 311 144 1, 592 0 150
13 ~~ 625 221 112 1,380 0 12 3
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TAB LE 5 -8 Cc ontinue d )

Yea r of Completion, Size of Pr oj e c t ;'; OlG O)

TI nde r
and Pr esen t Wor t h** (103 $ ) i n 1983

f r ogr ams For Cit y Type
I II III - :\ III - B I \" V

1 & 2 & 3 -- Year 2005 2008 1999 1992 > 2013 1996
Si ze 5.26 1.38 0. 62 5. 96 0 . 21

Present Worth
At 9% 462 159 129 1,5!/2 0 139

11% 310 101 9 6 1, 3U9 0 110
13 ~~ 209 64 72 1,115 U 87

1 & 4 & 6 -- Year 2001 2003 199 7 1992 > 201J 1995
Size 9.13 2.86 0.77 6. 23 o.z«

Presen t Wort h
At 9 <"~; 954 369 168 1,5 71 0 160

11 ~~ 687 256 13 0 1 ,334 0 129
13 ;~ 498 179 89 1,136 0 104

1 & 2 & 4 & 6-Year 2007 2009 1999 1992 > 2013 199 6
Size 3.63 0.88 0.51 5.53 0 . 19

Pre sent Worth
At 9 0

. 307 66 120 1,452 0 131' a

11 ;~ 198 41 90 1,233 () 103
13 ;~ 129 26 67 1,050 0 81

1 & 5 & 6 -- Year 2001 2005 199 8 1992 > 2013 199 5
Si z e 8.07 2 .32 0 .73 6.18 0 . 23

Present Worth
At 9 0

; 86 7 27 7 148 1, 5 71 0 16010

1 1 ~~ 625 186 113 1 ,334 0 129
1 3 !~ 453 126 86 1,136 0 104
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TABLE 5-8 (continued)

Year of Completion, Size of Pr o j e c t;': (~lGD)

Unde r
and Present Worth** (103 $ ) in 1983

Programs For Cit y Type
I II II I-A III-B 1 \ ' V

,
& 2 & 5 & 6-Year 2008 2011 2000 1993 > 20 13 1°97..L.

Si z e 2.66 0.55 0.4 7 5. 48 0 . 18

Present Worth
At 9 ~~ 228 45 149 1, 332 0 120

11% 145 27 109 1,111 0 93
13 ~~ 93 16 80 929 0 72

*The projects are sized to mee t peak loa ds un t i l 2013 .

**P r oj ec t costs are presented in grea t er det a i l i n
Appendix E.

+Addi t i onal treatment f acilit ie s are not requi r e d unti l
after the end of the study period i n 201 3.
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TABLE 5-9

Additions to Wastewater Treatment Facilities

Year of Completion, Size of Pr oject» (r-jGD)

Under
and Present Worth** (103 $) in 1983

Program( s) For City Type
I II III-A III-B IV V

0 Year 1993 1993 1993 1993 1993 1993
Size 12.27 4.32 0.71 3.44 0.02 0.17

Present Worth
At 9% 4,299 2,188 585 1,959 49 206

11 ~~ 3,585 1,824 488 1,633 40 172
13i~ 2,998 1,526 408 1,366 3/4 144

1 Year 1995 1996 1995 1993 > 2013+ 1995
Size 9.31 3.29 0.56 3.03 0.14

P:-esent Worth
At 9% 3,154 1,484 427 1, 798 0 159

11 ~~ 2,536 1,171 · 343 1,499 0 128
13~~ 2,047 929 277 1,254 0 103

1 & 2 -- Year 1996 1996 1995 1994 > 2013 1995
Size 8.72 3.09 0.53 2.95 0.13

Present Worth
At 9°; 2,731 1,417 40 8 1, 600 0 14710

11 ;~ 2,156 1,118 328 1,31 0 0 118
13 ~~ 1,710 887 265 1,0 76 0 96

1 & 3 -- Year 1995 1996 1995 1993 > 201 3 1995
Size 9.07 3.21 0.55 3.00 0.13

Present Worth
At 9 "l 3,082 1,455 415 l,, (i8 LJ 147'0

11 ~~ 2,478 1,149 334 1,474 0 111'
13 i~ 2,000 911 270 1,233 0 96
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TABLE 5- 9 Ccon t Lnued )

8 1

Yea r of Completion, Size of Pr oj e c t * ( MC D)

Unde r
and Present Worth** ( 10 3 $ ) in 1983

Program(s) For Ci ty Type
I II III-A III-B I V V

1 & 2 & 3 -- Year 1996 1997 1995 1994 > 20 13 1996
Size 8.49 3.00 0.52 2.92 0 .13

Present Worth
At 9% 2,651 1,252 401 1,5 83 0 135

11 ;~ 2,092 971 323 1,296 0 107
13% 1,659 756 260 1, 065 0 85

1 & 4 & 6 Year 1997 1998 1996 19 9 {~ > 20 13 199 6
Size 6.97 2.45 0.42 2. L1 9 0 . 11

Present Har t h
At 9% 2,183 1,039 322 1, 4 87 0 107

11 /~ 1,693 791 254 1,21 8 0 l~ 7
13% 1,318 605 202 1, 001 0 67

1 & 2 & 4 & 6- Yea r 1997 1998 199 7 1 9 9 ~ > 2U13 1997
Size 6.47 2.30 0.40 2. 42 0 . 10

Present Wort h
At 9% 2,087 993 285 1 , 45 2 0 9 8

11 ;~ 1,618 756 221 1,1 89 0 76
13 % 1,260 578 172 9 77 0 59

1 & 5 & 6 -- Year 1998 1999 199 7 199 5 > 2U13 199 7
Size 5.91 2.11 0.38 2. 4 l l 0 .10

Present Worth
At 9 /~ 1,778 884 2 74 1 ,340 II 98

11% 1,354 661 212 1, 0 77 o 76
1 3 ~~ 1,035 497 165 870 0 59
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Year of Completion, Size of Pr o ject.« U1GD)

Under
and Present Worth** (103 $) in 1983

Program( s) For City Type
I II III-A III-B IV V

1 & 2 & 5 & 6 Year 1999 2000 1997 1995 > 2013 1997
Size 5.40 1.93 0.37 -2.39 0.09

Present Worth
At 9% 1,525 766 264 1,312 a 92

11;~ 1,140 562 205 1,055 U 71
l3i~ 856 415 160 852 0 55

*The projects are sized to meet peak loads (2.25 times
the average load) until 2013.

**Project costs are presented in greater detail in
Appendix E.

+Additional treatment facilities are not required until
after the end of the study period in 2013.
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TABLE 5-10

Water Treat ment Facility
Operation and Maintenance Cost s *

Present Worth (103 $) in 19 83 of () & H Cos t s

Under For City Type
Program(s) I II III-A III-B I V V

0 --At 9 ~' 27,864 9,197 1,23 7 2,252 411 227' 0

11 ~~ 23,252 7,693 1, 024 1, 766 352 18 7
1 3 ~~ 19,848 6,581 868 1, 422 307 158

1 --At 9 ~;, 23,199 7,556 912 1,699 30 8 16 7
11 ~~ 19,833 6,474 762 1,341 26(, 139
13 ~~ 17,321 5,668 653 1, 087 235 11 8

1&2 --At 9 ~~ 22,773 7,406 890 1, 652 30 1 163
11 ~~ 19,497 6,354 744 1 , 30 5 260 136
1 3'jo 17,051 5,570 63 8 1, 059 23 0 116

1&3 --At 9 ~;, 23,054 7,512 905 1, 6 8~ 29 7 166
11 ~~ 19,720 6,439 757 1 ,329 257 13 8
1 3 :~ 17,233 5,640 64 8 1, 078 22 7 11 8

1&2& 3 --A t 9 '"u 22,627 7,362 882 1 ,638 290 161
11 ~;: 19,384 6,319 738 1,294 251 '135
13 ~~ 16,962 5,542 633 1,050 222 115

1&4&6 --At 9 ~~ 21,794 7,048 843 1 , 58 1 282 154
11% 18,649 6,040 704 1,247 2 !~ 3 12 8
1 3 ~~ 16,306 5,289 601 1, 010 214 109

1&2&4& 6- -At Q ~' 21,404 6,919 823 1, 53 8 2 76 151_ . ;.

11~~ 18,344 5,936 687 1 ,214 23 8 125
1 3 ~~ 16,062 5,205 587 98 4 209 10 7

1&5&6 --At () " 21.,635 6,924 827 1,561 2 7t. 151_o Je-

11 ~~ 18,389 5,941 691 1 , 23 1 23~ 126
1J ~~ 16,099 5,209 590 997 2 10 10 7

1&2&5&6--At 9 ~~ 21,073 6,795 806 1, 518 2 7U 14 7
11 o~ 18,085 5,83 7 6 74 1,19 7 23 3 12 3
13 ~~ 15,855 5,126 576 9 71 206 104

~':~1or e detailed informat ion on o & ~j cos t s ma y be f ound
in Appendix E.
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Savings from Conservation Lmp l.cuuu t a t i on

Under.
Pr ogtamt s )

Red u c t i all S i 11 li til i t Y Co s t ~ r.: (1 ()J S )
Ovc i Base I' r. or.r ai n I )

For Cj t y type

I I I I I I -t\ 11. I -I) I if V

1

1&2

1&3

1&2&3

--A t 9%
11 %
13 7~

--At 9 (~

11 ~~

13~~

--At 9%
11%
13 ~~

--At 9;~

11 ~~

137;;

--At 9%
11 ;~

13 ;~

53,903
46,839
41,073

57,697
{,9, 855
{13,509

5/',872

{,7,599
41,673

58,871
50,820
Ll t~ , 277

60,497
52,191
45,448

18,976
16, {162
14, 410

20, 1L~6

17,369
15,117

19,2 RO
16,.700
14,599

20,630
17,760
15, LI3G

21,290
18,31 1,

15,908

(l,381
«, 0 78
3, 80 1.

(, , 735
L, , 3 r~ 5
!.t , 068

4, {,9 9
(, , 167
3, 276

I, , S Ol,
(, , /,/~ 2
(, , 1.1 e

/, ,99 1
L" GOU
LI , 2 5 5

9, 89 7 2 ~1 I ,

(),2 8S 2:J6
s. 73 0 22 5

1. o, 9H~ J01
lU , 22 2 2G2
') , :") ;..n 230

1 1.1, 10/, 3 ()5
l) , / , 70 2(),)
8 , 8~H) 233

11,1 0 7 3 12
1(),3 8 7 27 1

9 , 730 2.38

12,73 :-> 320
11,9 /, 7 2 i»
11,215 2(,6

561
/,89
L!3'J

G.l l
550
LI36

6/18
56/1
L,9 9

68U
58~)

51 8

1&2&4& 6 --At. 9%
1 1 7~

1. 3 ;~

--A t 9 'i~

11 ~~

13 !~

1&2&5&6 --At 9%
11 ~~

13 ~~

63, {,65
51, , LI 6 l 1

{~7 ,205

62,659
5L,,016

I~ 6,887

65,656
56,1~R

I, S, 525

22,2 L, (,

19,124
16,432

22,062
18,909
16,310

22,997
19,600
16,88/,

5,2 67
t' ,836
(' ,46 1

S,22 3
II, 7t)2
(, , 1,23

5, J S2
1" F;IJ 2
( , , .'18.)

13, Y ,7
12, !, 77
1 1 ,6]()

1 :3, Yj S
12 , 2 1 I,

1 1, I , ') 8

1 'r , 7i j

] 3 , { !~ l' I

1.2, ,I, 7 'j

32 6

25]

326

2,) ()

.U 2

.2 .'-")
:.? r) .'1

72 ~J

633
555

() ~J 7
()Ofl
533

7(i1
() ')()

)7 ~

~':l JLil.ity c o s t s include the c o s t s wh i rh : t l l ' a rll.'c tl' c1 by
conservati on progrClllls--costs for addition s to di.rec t - J' loh' r i g ht s ,
stora ge, .11H i wa t e r and wa s t ewa t e r treatment f a c i Li t i.c s and cost s
for wa ter t r o a t mcn t plant 0 & j':.



The benefit-cost ratios for the various programs are displayed in

Table 5-12. An incremental benefit-cost ratio was also calculated in

order to determine the advantages (or disadvantages) of implementing

programs in addition to metering and changing rate structures.

Metering is cost-effective in all of the study communities, even in

the slow-growing City Type IV, where it eliminates the need for

additional treatment facilities during the study period. Metering is

particularly effective in the fast-growing City Type III-B. Even though

capital expenditures for City Type 111-8 are not put off for very long

(only two years for direct-flow rights and three years for water

treatment facilities), they are reduced in magnitude enough to produce a

B/C ratio of 12.64 at a discount rate of 11%.

The use of increasing block rates in conjunction with any of the

other programs increases the benefits received. Since Program 2 has no

implementation cost if it is initiated at the same time as Program 1, it

is very effective as a conservation measure, if it can gain pUblic

acceptance.

An education program used in conjunction with Programs 1 and/or 2

can be cost-effective, but the extra money spent for public education

will not bring equal returns. Even though an educational program cannot

pay for itself with monetary returns, it can still be valuable in

enhancing the effectiveness of other programs. Therefore, if a strong

educational program is to be used, it should only be used in conjunction

with other programs, and not by itself.

The combination of water-saving device distribution and building

code modification is astoundingly effective. Both the overall benefits

and the incremental returns over metering ar~ quite high. The

8S
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TA BL E 5-12

Bene f i t s and Costs of Conserva t i on I mplemen t a t ion

Berie f i. t - Cos t Ra t i O~I; (B/C) .i nd

Unde r I ncrementa l I3 enef i t-Cos t Rat i 0 ~'; ':: ( A H/ A C)

Program( s) F01: Cil:\' T yp e
I II Ill-A l l ! - H I \' \'

1-- li/C At 9::' t~ .04 4. 82 7. 62 12 .70 ] • ')2 5 .8{1
11 ~~ 3.61 tJ. 27 - I I 12 . (itJ ] • j 2 J . 20/ • L.. ....

I J !~ 3.25 3.80 6 .81 12 .t~ 5 1. • 1 () /, . 73

1.&2-- B/ C At 9~~ !~ .32 5.12 8 .23 1.!, . 02 1. 5 ) G.57
II i; 3.84 4. 50 7 . 76 13 . 91 ] . 35 5. 85
1 3 !~ 3.44 3.99 7 .2<) 13. 67 1 • 1. I.) 5 . 28

1&3-- B/ C At 9;:' 3.27 3.89 6 .lJ6 ~) .16 1 ' J \' (, . 62. • ,,- l)

11 ~~ 3. O/~ 3.5 7 5 . 9 /-1 9 .59 1 • J 'j (, . 30
1J :~ 2.81 3.27 5 .78 9 . 86 1 . 1.1"1 /, . 0 0

A B/ AC At () i:: 0.2 8 0 .30 0 . 70 o.G/, (). 2 S O.GO
1 1 ~~ 0.2 8 0.2 9 0 .65 U. 72 0 . 2') 1l .60
13!~ 0.2 8 0.2 8 0. 65 0 .80 G.:!) o . tJ 7

1&2&3--B/C At 9 ~' 3.51 4.16 6 .L, 7 lU . U7 ] . 3 1 5 . 1S10

11 ~:; 3.2t, 3.80 G. 3{1 10 .52 1 • 1 7 I~ . 82
13 /~ 2.99 3. LJ6 G• ].1, 1U. 71

) ] .()() !, . 50

A B/ AC At C) 0: 0.3 5 0.48 0 . /11 O.So u . !ll U.59• .' 0

11% o .)t: 0.4 8 o. !,2 O. (J ) U . '11 O. (] 1.• ...1:,)

1. 0 °; 0.35 O. L,7 o. /, L, 0 .73 U. (, J 0 .68...1'0

1& /,&6--B/C At l.):,; t, . t.3 5.29 8 -t,ll 1 /~. ( ) 7 1 . "'./ 1 ( l • EQ
11 :~ 3 .97 4.66 7. 92 15 • Otl 1 • .'13 b . 07
1 3~~ 3 . 54 4.13 7 . /,S 1. '~ I • C) /1 1 . 2 ( 1 ') .zs

AB/ A C At 9 :'~ 21 .0t, 26 . 1./~ 32 .1)) Y) . /1
1) 2/1. '.'111 32 . 80

1 ];;; 20 . 66 25. 09 32 .:3C t,/, • H2 2 1) . StJ 32 . 79
1.3:';; 20.15 23.95 32 .73 .5 0 .02 2 5. 1J3 31 .80

H, 2U,&G B/ e At () ~ I, .64 5.53 8 .87 15. 61.) J • 1,7 7 . :3 2. ~ ' u

11 n~ t~ .12 !, . 87 8 .32 15. 71 I . /, () (~ . 52
1 3 :~ 3.67 4. 27 7. 8 0 1:>. 55 1 . 2() 5 .8 7

AB/ AC At 9~~ 18.40 23.80 27. 96 33. KO 18 . £<3 26. 92
1 1. :~ 17.79 23.77 27 .1.)6 J 8 .Ul 2/, . :', ! , 27 .21
13 :;~ 17.02 21. 00 28. 33 112 .13 25. ') ] 26 .tIL,
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Benef it -Cos t f{;1 t i ()~': (13 /C ) ,111d

I nc r e me ntal Benef it - CoSL l.a r. i o ~' ; ~ ': C .... U/ ... C)
UlId p.r

For Ci tv TY I·le]' r 0 g r a :J1 ( s )
I II II 1- 1\ 111 - H l ' . Vv

1&5[x6 - - H/ e At 9 /~ [1. 49 5.36 8 .60 IS .112 1 . 6 '3 G. 8S
11 /~ 4 .00 4. 71 8 .07 15 . (J() 1 ./12 c,U~)

1 3 ~{ 3 .58 4 . 1 5 7 . 5 8 1 /~ . 99 1 .2 () 5 .5 0

.... S/ A C At 9 ~; 14.31 17.31 2 G. 06 ]') • (12 ~i . (/ 1 23 . /11' 0

11 ;~ 13 .36 1 5. 39 2 /1 . 6 ) y l . ·/,l ) . 2 ' , 22 .3 J
1 3% 1 2 . 21 1 3 . 2 5 2 ":, .35 (13 . 1 3 S . l S 2 1.19

1 &2 [. 5&G H/C At 9~/ ( t • 70 5. 59 ~ • ~~ 1. 1 7 • ( 1( , 1 • (' l l 7 •[1710

1 1 ~~ ! , . 16 (, • t~ 8 S. 2/, l b. 52 1 :, ' -) () .6 5

1 3 ~: 3 . 70 1, . 29 7 . (i ~) J (i • .L~ 1 . ':: ~ ) .l) t)

.6. 13/ ....C At 9 ~~ 13 .01 15 .99 1 I) • 1() .:):; . ~ : ( ) r "- ) 22 .3S) . ) -

11 ~~ 11 .74 l!~ . 0 3 I I. ) !) 5:'1. q 7 ...) • (JI ) 21 . J 7
13 ~~ 10 .5!, 12 .32 16 .3 3 1 "- - ') 'I.q ') 2n . J l- r .», 1 _

~':F o r the SiC ra t i o , ben efits are S (~ t r:~ f] ;J (1 1 I. () 1])(" s a v 
in gs ov e r !Sa s e Pr ogram U and c os t s arr= ti lt: c os ts o f ) l ! (-'I ~ I ' ; li ' !

'i mpLeruent a t ion .

~':~':For t he A B/.6. C r a t i o , t hc r u c rc iuon t-t I J'., CI : i · : i L S a ie

the savings ove r P'r og tarn 1 or Pr ogr ams 1 (, 2 , ·,.,; 11i c !'tr' ·; I·! ' i s
.J. pplicabl ~.



inexpensive Program 4 is particularly appealing because economic returns

range from 17.02 to 50.02 times greater than the costs of proqran

implementation for the study towns.

These results indicate that conservation is a good management policy

which cans; gni fi cantly reduce future expenditures for water r l ghts,

storage, treatment facilities, and operation and maintenance.

Demand-reduction methods are particularly cost-effective in communities

which are experiencing large amounts of growth.

While conservation alternatives were cost-effective for the

slow-growing hypothetical community used in this study, the B/C ratios

were close to 1. This indicates that metering may not be a wise program

in Colorado municipalities like the Type IV city if the costs of metering
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are higher than those assumed or if the savings from the progrilln are less

than those calculated for City Type IV.

The Effects of Drought on Conserving
and Non-Conserving Municipalities

A common criticism of water conservation programs is that they lower

the ability of a municipality to deal with drought. A city which does

not follow a conservation policy, but acquires liberal amounts of water,

could have a more adequate supply during drought years than a conserving

city which has reduced its need to acquire water.

During times of drought, a non-conserving city also has a wider

range of options to reduce demand than the conserving city. Use

restrictions implemented in an unmetered city produce a greater

reduction than in metered cities due to the larger unmetered sprinkling

use. Non-conserving cities can implement programs during a prolonged
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drought, such as distribution of water-saving devices, which the

conserving city has used all along.

In order to test the validity of the assumption that non-conserving

cities have a more adequate supply during times of drought than

conserving cities, an analysis of the effects of drought on City Type II

was made. Twenty drought traces of thirty years each were generated

based on probabilities of occurrence which_are typical of Colorado.

(Details of this analysis are contained in Appendix G.)

The water supplies which resulted from this analysis were compared

to the expected demand of four different Type II municipalities which

follow different management policies--an unmetered city with no use

restrictions in effect during droughts, an unmetered city using

restrictions, a conserving city with no restriction program, and a

conserving city which uses restrictions dUI~ing droughts. A restriction

program such a Program 7 (see chapter 4), can be expected to reduce

drought year sprinkling use by 20% in an unmetered city and 10% in a

metered community.

The water demands, as calculated for each of the hypothetical cities

described above, were subtracted from the drought year supplies to

determine the amounts by which direct-flow supplies fell short. The

maximum amount of storage which would be required to meet demands in the

event of drought ;s presented in Table 5-13.

The required storage is always less than the storage available to

City Type II in the earlier scenarios, so the communities never run short

of water during these drought traces, if their reservoirs are able to

refill between drought occurrences. However, the drought storage reserve
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of the conserving, unrestricted city comes within 130 acre-feet of

depletion during a three-year drought and could not be expected to

provide sufficient water if a four-year drought should occur. The same

is true for the conserving, restricted city (only 1620 acre-feet remain

after a three-year drought), but both of the metered communities have

sufficient stored water available to survive a prolonged drought.

TABLE 5-13

Drought Reserve Requirements for City Type II

Management
Policies

Maximum* Amount of Storage (ac-ft)
Required to Supplement Direct-Flow

Rights for a Drought Lasting
1 year 2 years 3 years

Unmetered unrestricted 5,192 8,920 14,211

Unmetered restricted 3,793 6,391 10,161

Conserving unrestricted 5,728 10,021 15,984
Conserving restricted 5,213 9,087 14,493

*The large~t deficits of direct-flow supply which occurred in
twenty drought traces of thirty years each were used to
compute the required storage. See Appendix G.

It should be noted that the shortages of direct-flow supplies for

the conserving city are consistently larger in magnitude than the

shortages of the unmetered city. It may be concluded that, if a city

follows conservationist management policies and reduces its acquisitions

of direc t-flow rights, it should increase the storage reserve factor used

to calculate the amount of storage required. Therefore, a conserving

city will require less total storage than an unmetered city (due to the
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reduction in total use), but must increase the ratio of water storage to

actual water use for adequate protection against drought. A conserving

city following the same water and storage acquisition policies as an

unmetered city (by purchasing sufficient rights to meet needs ten years

in the future and by obtaining storage to meet a reserve factor based on

a three-year drought) would indeed have a less adequate water supply than

an unmetered city during a prolonged drought.



Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

The preferred method of meeting water demands for Colorado

municipalities has been to acquire or develop additional water supplies.

Many communities have made only haphazard attempts to reduce

demand--often only when the occurrence of drought made it necessary.

However, this study has shown that demand-reduction, through metering or

conservation programs, can provide significant savings for almost any

type of community by postponing water supply acquisitions, deferring

capital investments in treatment and storage facilities, and reducing

water treatment operation and maintenance costs.

Many arguments have been made against the implementation of

intensive conservation programs. This study has refuted most of these

arguments, even though some were found to have merit. The major argument

given by water officials against conservation, particularly against

metering, concerns the expense. However, as demonstrated by the

scenarios, metering can be cost-effective for any type of city--large or

small, fast- or slow-growing. Even cities which have sufficient water

supplies to meet needs beyond the foreseeable future can gain benefits

from reductions in the amount of water treated which justify the money

spent for metering.
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The combination of building code modification and water-saving

device distribution was found to return the implementation costs many

times over in any type of community. The only program which was not

cost-effective in any of the city types studied was an intensive,

continual educational program. Because community education on water use

could ease the introduction of other programs and increase their

effectiveness, an education program might still be implemented along with

other programs, if the over-all benefits of the program remain higher

than the total costs.

Arguments have been made that the delays in water acquisitions

brought about by conservation can be disadvantageous because of the

continually increasing real costs of purchasing water rights and greater

competition among purchasers. However, the scenarios demonstrated that,

for municipalities which maintained sufficient water supplies to meet the

projected needs ten years in the future, conserving cities had less need

to purchase additional supplies at higher prices in the tighter market of

the future than non-conserving cities. Even cities which planned to

purchase large amounts of water now, at lower prices than in the future,

and conserve later could not realize savings as large as those obtained

by cities which institute conservation programs immediately, because the

major savings came from reductions in the amount of water required,

stored, and treated (particularly in the fast-growing cities) and not

from the deferment of expenditures.

A third argument considered by this study is that non-conserving

clties, which have acquired large water supplies to meet future demands,

are in a better position to deal with drought than conserving cities.
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This assumption was shown to have some validity. A conserving city which

plans future storage facilitles based on the same storage reserve factor

as an unmetered city will be more vulnerable to shortages during

prolonged droughts. The storage reserve factor for conserving cities

must be increased to compensate for the reduction in holdings of

direct-flow rights. However, the total amount of storage and water

rights required to assure an adequate supply for a conserving

municipality during droughts is still substantially less than that

required for a non-conserving community.

Because a water right must be put to beneficial use in order to

avoid questions of abandonment, and the development of a conditional

right must be pursued with due diligence in order to perfect the right,

it has been suggested that conservation can jeopardize a municipality's

water rights holdings. However, this need not be true. Water rights can

be protected by developing and following a comprehensive water-management

plan which details expected water demands and the plans for providing

sufficient supplies.

These arguments against the implementation of conservation programs,

along with other less major objections, have been considered, and those

with merit have been weighed against the benefits of conservation. These

benefits include not only economic advantages, but a reduction in the

pressure on the agricultural sector to transfer water to municipal

storage projects.

It is concluded that metering and intensive conservation programs

are valuable water-management alternatives. They provide a better

solution to the problems of meeting future municipal water demands than a
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sole reliance on supply solutions for most communities (small towns with

a static population may not find this to be true), if the proper

precautions are taken to assure adequate drought supplies and to loi t i gat e

any possible adverse effects.

Recommendations

Current water right hol di ngs should be evaluated to determine

the normal year and dry year yields. The determination of

dependable drought yields should be based on at least the two

lowest consecutive flows on record, and preferably on the

three lowest.

Water billing and accounting procedures should be designed to

provide water use data. This data is required for

determination of the amount of future water supply additions

and of the effectiveness of any conservation programs which

are implemented.

Local weather and streamflow data should be analyzed to

determine the probability of drought occurrence. This

information, combined with water use data and information on

expected additions to water supplies, can be used to calculate

a storage reserve factor which will provide sufficient

protection against shortages during drought.

2.

3.

This study has concluded that demand-reduction techniques are a

cost-effective alternative to supply solutions for meeting the present

and future demand for municipal water. Specific actions which may be

taken by a community seeking to develop better water-management policies

follow.

1.



4. The city's water budget should be designed to account for

projected future needs by estimating future acquisition costs

of water rights and reservoir storage. This is particularly

important, because cost of conveyance in the future may exceed

the benefits. In addition, water right transfer costs should

be recognized as a budgetary expense.

5. Because water rights do increase in value each year and

Colorado water law does require close husbandry of water

rights, a municipality considering reducing its demand would

be well advised to keep a close accounting of yields of water

right donations and potential transfer losses.

6. Unmetered municipalities should conduct an economic analysis

on the feasibility of metering. It is likely that all but a

few small, slow-growing communities will find metering to be

cost-effective. If studies indicate that customers will

accept it, an increasing block rate structure with penalties

for high peak use should be instituted.

7. Metered communities should modify building codes to require

the installation of water-saving devices in new construction

or when remodeling. This program should be combined with

distribution of water-saving devices to existing homes.

8. An intensive educational program should only be used in

conjunction with other very cost-effective conservation

programs. Educational programs should be implemented for the

purpose of increasing the pUblic's awareness and developing a

conservation ethic, and not to produce large reductions in

use.
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9. A detailed water management plan should be developed and

followed. Projected water demands, expected additions to

water supplies and storage, and plans for the implementation

of conservation programs should be included.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

WATER AGENCY QUESTIONAIRE

Name of your Water Agency: _

Name of and title of person completing this questionaire: ___

______________________________________________________________Telephone ~ : _

Geographic area of your uti1ity: ___

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

1) Population served by your utility

a ) at present. _

b) Estimate of population to be served by year 2000 _

c) Estimate of population to be served by year 2020 _

2} Total treated water distributed in million gallons per year, (do not include
water wholesaled to others)

1974 _

1975 _

1976 ___

1977 _

1978 _

1979 _

1980 _

1981 _

~} Total water revenues in dollars/year

1974 _

1975 _

1976 _

1977 _

1978 _

1979 _

1980 _

1981 _

4) Describe your water rate structure (flat rate, block, special charges, etc.)
Please include actual prices.



5) What is the principal behind the rate structure? (Check one)

______Coverage of operation and maintenance costs

______Full cost coverage

______Full cost coverage and system expansion

____Other. Please expl ai n: _

6) Estimate the cost of delivery of treated water in dollars per

1000 gallons. _

7} What percentage of your residential water taps are metered? (Check one)
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a} 0: ___l()~ 25'1: ___.50% ___7S:; 100:

b) Do you require metering or yokes on new homes?

__~yes __---:no

8) What is the total volume of storage facilities within your system? Show

units. million gallons or acre-feet.

raw water _ treated water _

9} Are there currently plans for expansion of water treatment plants?

yes no

If yes. what is the estimated capacity of the expansion and its cost?

mgd dollars

10) Same ,but wastewater treatment plant

mgd .dollars

II WATER SUPPLY

l} What total water rights does your agency own? Please estimate the amount
and comment on their availability for use or reliability. Please, attach
a complete list of all rights and their amount if it is available.

a) Direct flow rights:

b) Storage rights:

1:1oon't know (see below·)

*1f a consultant or law firm handles your water rights and can answer this question,
please give the name, address and telephone number of someone we can contact.



2) Is the average yield of these rights sufficient to meet current peak demands?
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___-'yes ___~no

If yes. estimate when your expanded demands (from growth. etc. ,) will reach
limit of current supply.

1) Is it possible for your agency to rent water rights from others on a
a) short-term basis?

___.-.iyes ____no ________don't know

If yes. what amount of water may be rented and from whom?

at what unit price?

b) Can you rent (lease) water to others?

yes no don't know

If yes, what amount could be rented? at what unit price?

4) Does your agency have a requirement that developers must supply water rights?

Explain:

5) Can water be made available to you through development of new suppli~s
a) (wells. reservoirs. etc.)?

__---Yes _____no

b) If yes. are there currently plans to proceed with a project?

___--'yes ____~no

If yes. briefly explain project--include estimated cost and water yield:

6) Are there currently water rights available for sale to you?
a)

_____.-yes _____-no _____don. t know

If yes. what are the amounts. present uses. and cost of the rights?



b) If yes. do you plan to buy any of these rights?
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____-"'yes ____~no

If yes. what amount and at what price? _

If not, explain why not? _

7} Is your agency currently condemning any water rights?

____-J'yes _____--:"0 ___~---don't know

If yes, please describe the amount and current use of the rights . _

If no. would you consider conaemnation in the future? Explain: ___

8} Please rate t he following methods ~f adding to your water supply from
highest preference to lowest. (rank from 1 to 4 with 1 most preferable).

_________Developing new supplies (reservoirs, wells, etc.)

________Purchasing existing rights

_________Condemning rights

__________Other (please explain) _

9) Does your agency have a standing policy for the acquisition of addit ional

water rights or supplies?

_____--'yes ____---:no

I f yes, expl ain : _

10) Do you feel that (excluding the effects of inflation), the addition of water
to your supplies, through development, purchase of rights, etc., will (chec k one)

____c.ost more i n the future

___cost less in the future

___cost the same in the future



11) Please estimate as close as you can, the average cost of acquiring water
per acre-foot during the following years in your area (fill i n an many years
as possible).

a) direct flow rights
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1950- _

1960- _

1970- _

1975- _

1976- _

b) stored water
1950- _

1960- _

1970- _
1975- _

1976- _

III. SUPPLY DURING DROUGHT

1977

1978-
1979- _

1980- _

1981- _

1977- _

1978- _

1979- _

1980- _

1981- _

____,no

1) Were any supply problems encountered in your agency during the 1976-1977 or
1981 droughts?

______yes no

If yes, please answer the following. Please elaborate on their nature and
severity:

Have steps been taken to prevent these problems during future droughts? Explain:

2) During the 1976-1977 and/or the 1981 droughts, did you rent additional water r i9h t~?

____.-Iyes

If yes, how much water and at what price?



3) What ~ of nonnal yield did your water rights yield in:

1976- %

1977- %

1981- ~

4) Would you be likely to initiate condemnation during a future severe drought ?
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____._yes

IV . WATER CONSERVATION

___-:no ____don I t know

1) What long-term conservation measures does your agency currently employ?
Check all that pertain to your utility.

______Promoting use and installation of in-home conservation devices
______Require conservation devices in new construction
______Water recycling of any kind

___System improvement; i.e .• fixing leaks
______Public education on conservation
____Metering
___Price increases
__Other (please explain) _

2) Are any of the above planned for the future? Please list time you plan t o use
..... _ ~ - ... _ . --., .

in order of importanceo __

3) Does your agency have a drought contingency plan?

_____yes ______no

if yes, does it include any of the following? (Check those that apply).

____change in pricing policy (explain below)
____water ~estrictions (explain below)
______obtaining additional supplies

pUblic education
_____Other (explain below)
Exp1anati ons: _



4) If you have a drought contingency plan. has it been used in the past?
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____J yes _____no

If yes. what measures proved to be the most effective 1n lowering consumption?

What measures met with the best public response? least response?

5) Please estimate the cost of your conservation programs on a yearly basis.
S/customer

Long-tenn _

Drougnt _

6) If you initiated a long-tenn conservation program that resulted in a sionificant
reduction in use, say 30~, would your agency have sufficient facilities~to
store the unused water for times of shortage?

_____--Jyes ____~no

Any other comments, suggestions or questions that you would care to give us.

Thank you very much for your assistance. If you would like a copy of our report
in return for your cooperation. please let US know. (check one)

------yes, I'm happy to help - send me a copy of the report:

Name : _

Address: _

_____no, I don't need a copy.



Town

Aguilar

Akron

Broomfield

Cheraw

Crested Butte

Englewood

Granby

APPENDIX B

CITY OFFICIALS PARTICIPATING IN SURVEY

Water Official

J oe ~iarquez

Water Superintendent
Aguilar, CO 81020
941-4360

Richard Elliott
Town C'~anage~

P.O. Box P
Akron, CO 80720
345-2624

Mike Bartleson, Jan
Carlson, George Nine r s
# 6 Garden Center
Broomfield, CO 80020
469-3301

Robert E. Solomon
Water Superintendent
Box 16
Cheraw, CO 81030
853-6506

Susan Cottin gham
Planning Director
Box 39
Crested Butte, CO 81224
349-5338

Stuart Fonda
Director of Utilities
3400 S. E la t i
Englewood, CO 80110
761-1140

D. t-iulloy
Plant Operator
Zero & Jasper Street
P.O. Box 17
Granby, CO 80446
887-2448
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Town

La Jara

Neeker

Nucla

Pritchett

Project 7-Montrose

Rangely

Steamboat Springs

Walsh

APPENDIX B (continued)

Water Official

J. Adelmo Medina
Water Superintendent
P.O. Box 32
La Jara, CO 81140

Frank Narsh
Public Works Director
Box 38
Meeker, CO 81641
878-5896

Carl Duane Pender
Public Works
Box 219
Nucla, CO 81424-0219
864-7351

Reva Phillips
Town Clerk
Box 56
Pritchett, CO 81064
523-6444

Dick Na r ge t t s
t-lanager
P.O. Box 1725
Nontrose, CO 81401
249-4511

James Koontz
Water Suppl y Superintendent
P.O. Box 1 06 7
Rangely, CO 81648
675-2221

Joe Zimmerman
Water Su~erintendent

Box 1174
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
879-1805

Harold St oddard
Manager
Box 296
Walsh, CO 81090
324-5411
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Westminster

Yuma

APPENDIX B (continued)

Water Official

Kelly DiNatale
Water Resource Engineer
City of Westminster
3031 W. 76th Avenue
Westminster, CO 80030
429-1546

Doug Lasater
Public Works Director
Box 265
Yuma, CO 80759
848-5101
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Appendix C

CALCULATION OF POTENTIAL CONSUMPTIVE
USE REQUIREMENTS FOR LAWNS IN COLORADO

The expected evapotranspiration of plants can be estimated from the

following equation:
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ET = C • ETP LIJ

where ET is the potential evapotranspiration determined from the Jensen

and Haise equation, and ETp is the evapotranspiration expected for a

particular crop. The C is a coefficient accounting for the type of crop,

moisture, and soil condition. Danielson empirically determined the value

of C for urban lawns to be about 0.90 (9).

The Jensen and Haise equation is rewritten here:

ET = (.014T - .37)Rs L2J

where Rs represents the estimated solar radiation in inches per day and T

represents mean air temperature in UF.

The average daily solar radiation on a horizontal surface is usually

given in KJ/M2 and needs to be converted to in./day to fit equation L2J

above. Converted values are given in Table C-l. Since the record had

only been constructed for Denver, the same solar data had to be applied

to both Fort Collins and Boulder.

The ET was determined for the seasonal lawn irrigating period of

May-September. Equation Ll) was modified to account for the effective



TABLE c-r

Solar Radiation for Stapleton Ai rpor t "

Denver, Colorado (in./day)

11 3

Year May June July August September

1953 .372 .421 .391 .367 .336
1954 .363 .433 .391 .363 .315
1955 .385 .380 .430 .351 .320
1956 .382 .434 .399 .350 .338
1957 .332 .404 .395 .370 .329
1958 .398 .433 .402 .385 .323
1959 .351 .430 .435 .356 .306
1960 .418 .443 .420 .386 .330
1961 .364 .411 .413 .384 .283
1962 .418 .417 .430 .391 .315
1963 .424 .443 .424 .347 .332
1964 .400 .427 .430 .378 .321
1965 .374 .394 .398 .379 .261
1966 .414 .419 .423 ~364 .318
1967 .355 .384 .421 .359 .321
1968 .412 .457 .397 .359 .328
1969 .377 .366 .413 .375 .304
1970 .417 .446 .426 .368 ·.324
1971 .367 .438 .387 .401 .312
1972 .399 .431 .385 .376 .292
1973 .382 .462 .389 .380 .285
1974 .443 .433 .426 .365 .298
1975 .371 .424 .440 .385 .313

NOTE: (1) Average da i Ly global radiation on a horizontal sur-
face was estimated from cloud cover and hours of
sunshine. units - KJ/t-t2 (SERI)

(2) To convert KJ/t-12 to cal/cm2 (Langleys) multiply by

.02390

( 3) To convert cal/cm2 to in./day divide by 1500
Reference: Jensen, M. E. and Haise, H. R., "Estimat-
ing Evapotranspiration from Solar Radiation,"
Irrigation and Drainage Division, American Society of
Civil Engineers, Vol . 89, Dec. 1963, p. 37.

.'- Solar Energy Research Institute, Golden, Colo."Sour ce :
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monthly precipitation using the method of Linsley and Franzini (17). The

effective precipitation is a measure of the amount of precipitation that

may be expected to enter the soil, excluding losses due to runoff.

The effective precipitation was determined by use of Figure C-l.

The graph is utilized by considering that all precipitation up to 1 inch

is totally absorbed by the plant root system. Any precipitation in

excess of 1 inch is proportional to the last full increment.

For example, if 2.7 inches of precipitation was recorded then the

effective precipitation is determined by: (1) sUbtracting the first 1

inch; (2) taking the mean percentage of the precipitation between 1.0 and

2.0 inches (.90); (3) determining the average percentage between 2.0

inches and 2.7 inches (.73) and then multiplying (.7 inches x .73 = .50

inches) to determine the amount of effective precipitation of the last

increment of rainfall; and (4) summing all proportions

(1.0 + .9 + .5 = 2.40 inches)

to determine the total effective precipitation of 2.40 inches.

It must be noted that precipitation in excess of 6 inches is not

considered as being effective. It was also assumed that total monthly

precipitation occurred as one event since daily precipitation records are

not readily available.

In order to determine consumptive use, equation (I) is rewritten as

Cu = ET - Pe
p

L3J

where Cu is the consumptive water use, in inches, for a particular crop

and Pe represents the effective precipitation in inches. The seasonal
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Cu was calculated for Bouldet and Fort Collins for the years 1953-1975.

The results are plotted on normal probability paper according to

Cunnane's plotting position formula as shown in Figure C-2.
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Appendix D

METERING COSTS

Metering is relatively simple and inexpensive tor meters

installed during construction. The city of Fort Collin s charges

$100 for metering new taps and Boulder charges $150. Therefore,

the average of $125/meter for new taps was used in the scenarios

of Chapter 5. It should be noted that the cost of materials

(yoke, meter, meter pit, and cover) is less than $100.

Installing meters on existing taps is more corup l i ca t ed

since it requires the following procedures:

--location of buried service line

--installation of meter pit

--cutting service line (and in some cases replacing it)

--installing a meter

--landscaping the ground to its original contour

The basic cost for meter installation in existing homes

is estimated to be $380. This is based on the recent costs of

bulk metering in three Colorado municipalities--in Denver the cosL

is $295/meter (18), in Brighton the cost is $350/meter (19), and

in Loveland the cost is $380/meter (20).

It is estimated that 40 percent of the house service line s

will have to be replaced during a mass-metering program at $100/

replacement. (The average replacement cost for house service lines

in Denver is $113 [18JJ This brings the average cost to $420/tap.
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Meter reading, billing, and maintenance costs are esti

mated to be $7.50 per meter per year. The Denver Water Board

estimates these costs to be $7.25/meter (18) and Fort Col l in s

estimates costs at $7.40/meter (8).
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Appendix E

CALCULATION OF STORAGE REQUIREMENT

When determining water requirements, the hypothe tical

cities include a storage reserve to meet demands durin e, drought

periods. Because three successive dry years in a row occur, on

the average, three times in fifty years, but four successive dry

years usually occur less than once in fifty years, the cities

plan for a worst case of three severely dry years
--.,.,-

in a row.

The reserve factor (RF) is the percentage of tile normal

annual demand which must be held over from one yea r to the ne xt

in order to have sufficient supplies during periods of drought.

The RF is equal to the difference in water rights yields be t.ween

normal and dry years plus the water lost during stora ce du e to

reservoir seepage and evaporation.

During the first year of a severe drought the cities'

water rights yield can drop to 75% of normal. (See Ta ill e s 2-5

arid 3-3.) During the second year, the yield drops to ouZo Yields

in the third year are only 50% of normal.~':~': The refore, the

~':The City of Denver plans for three c on se cu t i vc dry
years. Boulder prepares for only two dry years ill a 1: 01';. Fort
Collins plans for five back-to-back dry years. Lon gmcnt l oS

decisions are based on five consecutive dry years (4 ).

~'d:A study by Smith has shown that, in very dry YCGrs, the
average in-basin stream flows are approximately 50% of nor ma l (2] ).
Morris speculates that Denver's water rights yield no more than
48% in very dry years (18).
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carry-over required is 0.25 + 0.40 + 0.50 = 1.15 times the

normal annual demand.

It is estimated that 15% of water stored in reservoirs

in northeastern Colorado is lost to evaporation and ~ C l:! p a ge .

If this estimate is applied to Colorado as a whole, then an

additional 17%=(0.15 x 1.15) of the normal annual der.arid must

be stored. Therefore, the RF is equal to 0.17 + 1.15 = 1.32

times the normal annual demand.

Since many municipalities own direct-flow ri ell LS which

were previously used for irrigation, they are not allowed to

divert water during the non-irrigation season under the se

decrees. The direct-flow rights which do allow year-Iound

diversion often are not sufficient to meet winter demands. There-

fore, some ~torage must be devoted to capturing exces s wat er dur-

ing the irrigation season for use during the winter months.

Each of the hypothetical municipalities has designed

their storage projects to provide enough water to supply the

municipal winter demand (assumed to be equal to the dOlJ!estic

demand ~ 0.72) for four months each year. ~': This arnoun t pl u s the

amount of storage needed to provide drought supplies, equa l to

the RF, make up the total storage requiren~nt.

~':In 1980, Longmont derived 3.7 months of their 6 month
winter supply from storage (4).
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APPENDIX F

CALCULATIO~ OF WATER AND
WASTEWATER TREAT~~NT COSTS

Water and wastewater treatment plant construction costs

and a & N costs for water treatment facilities were determined

by using cost curves developed for the U.S. Environmental Frotec-

tion Agency (121, 122). These curves provide cost information

for unit processes. Costs for individual processes f or each

plant size were totaled, then costs which were more directly re-

lated to the total cost of the project--such as land, general

contractor profit, and administration costs--were added on.

These totals were converted into current dollars by using the

ENR Construction Cost Index.

So that costs would be comparative, standard t r ea t ment

plant designs were selected. Water treatment plants with less

than 1 NGD capacity consist of a package raw water pumping sta-

tion, a package complete treatment plant, a steel backwash/

clearwell tanl~, package high-service pumping, and sludge de-

watering lagoons. ~ater treatment plants La r ge r than 1 ~1GD

capacity include chemical feed systems, rapid lIIix, flocculation,

rectangular clarifiers, gravity mixed-media filters, surface wash

systems, backwash systems, an above-ground clearwell, and sludge

lagoons. For plants larger than 40 NGD, a gravity t h i ckene r and

basket centrifuge were substituted for the sludge lagoons.
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Design examples of the water treatment plants are shown

in Tables F-I and F-2. Costs for the hypothettcal plants used

in this study are presented in Table F-3.

Costs for wastewater treatment plants were arrived at in

the same manner. Wastewater facilities with an a vera ge day flow

less than 0.75 t-lGD (peak flow less than 1. 7 ~·IGD) are designed

around three facultative treatment lagoons in series. Bar

screens, a grit chamber, an effluent-polishing rock filter, and

chlorination were also included. Larger plants (70.75 i'lGD) con

sist of pretreatment, circular primary and secondary clarifiers,

diffused-air activated sludge tanks, chlorination, a gravity

thickener, anerobic two-stage digestion, vacuum filtration, and

sludge landfilling. A flotation thickener for seconda ry sludge

was added to plants with average day flow s greater than 2 ~IGD.

Design examples of the wast eva t e r treatment plant.s are

presented in Tables F-4 and F-5. Costs for the hypothetical

wastewater plants used in this study are delineated in Table E-6.

For simplification, the average 0 & M cost for the hypo

thetical water treatment plants--equal to $300/~:gal treated for

power and chemicals--was used in this s~udy. Thi s value is com

parable to the expenditures for power and c he micals experienced

by Colorado mun i c i pa l i t i e s . NcCoy reports that \.Jest minster's

costs are $2 83/Ngal and Boulder's costs are $266/~lgal (58).
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TABLE F-l

Cost Calculation for a 0.504 MGD (350 gpm)
Package Complete Water Treatment Plant

Component Design
Parameter

Construction Annual 0 & M
Cost ($) Cost ($!yr)

Package r aw water
pumping facilities

Package complete treat
ment plant--5 gpm!ft2

Steel backwash!
clearwell tank

Package high-service
pumping station

Sludge dewatering lagoon

Subtotal

490 gpm 23,280

350 gpm 183,690

100,000 gal 35,000

490 gpm 18,500

15,000 ft 3 3, 720

264,190

2,800

38,000

4,200

1,500

46,500

Chemicals; alum, 11 tons!yr
@ $70!ton; polymer, 274 Ib!}T
@ $2/lb; chlorine, 1.6 tons/}rr
@ $300!ton

Total Annual Cost

Sitework, interface piping,
roads @ 5/~

Total Construction Cost

General contractor's over
head and profit @ 12%

Subt ot a 1

Engineering @ 10;~

Subt ot a 1

Land 0.45 acres @ $2000/ac

Legal, fiscal, and admin
istrative services

Total capital cost

Conversion from 1978 dol
lars to late 1982 dollars

1,810

48,310

13,210

277,400

33,288

310, 688

31, 069

341,757

900

9,300

351,957

475,660 65,290
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TABLE F-2

Cost Calculation for a 40 MGD Conventional
Water Treatment Plant

Component Design
Parameter

Construction Annual 0 & ~f

Cost ($) Cost ($/yr)

Alum feed system-
40 mg/l

Sodium hydroxide feed
system--15 mg/1

Polymer feed system-
0.2 mg/l

Rapid mix--45 sec.,
G = 600

556 lb/hr

5,000 1b/day

67 lb/day

2,785 ft 3

71,440

47,300

22,400

44,210

2,138

3,156

3,158

13,575

flocculation--35 min.,
G = 50 130,000 ft 3 447,070

Rectangular clarifiers--
1000 gpd/ft 2 40,000 ft 3 2,247,330

Gravity filtration--
5 gpm/ft 2 5,560 ft 2 1,747,730

Filter media--
mixed media 5,560 ft 2 148,200

Surface wash 5,560 ft 2 160,850

Backwash ~umping--

18 gpm/ft 10,010 gpm 122,530

Wash water surge basin 200,000 gal 440,000

Chlorine feed system--
2 mg/1 670 1b/day 68,980

13,341

16,511

86,156

o

5,809

10,095

o

12, 38!~

Clearwel1 storage-
a bove ground

Finished water
pumping

Gravity thickener

Basket centrifuge

2,500,000 gal

40 ~lGD

850 ft 2

115,000 gpd

400,000

180,000

73,520

334,810

o

155,959

100,303
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TABLE F-2 (continued)

Component
Design

Parameter
Construct ion Annua 1 0 & ~ l

Cost ($) Cost ($/yr)

Dewatered sludge
hauling--20 miles 20,000 yd 3/yr

Administrative, labora
tory, and maintenance
building 40 MGD

Subtotal

81,510

216,2 00

6,854,080

17,523

110,200

552,110

Chemicals; a l um, 1533
tons hT @ S70/t on; poly
me r , 16,425 Ib/yr @ S2/1bj
sodium hydroxide, 602 tons/
yr @ S200/ton; chlorine,
82 t on s / yr @ $ 300/ t on 285 , 2 50

Total Annual Cost 837 , 36 0

Sitework, interface pip-
ing, Toads @ 5 ~~ 342, 700

Total Construction Cost 7,196,780

General contractor's
overhead and profit @ 10% 719,680

Subtotal 7,916,460

Engineering @ 10% 791,650

Subtotal 8,708,110

Land, 13 ac r es @ 2000/ac 26,000

Legal, fiscal and adminis-
trative costs 67,030

Total capital cost 8,801,140

Conversion from 1978 dollars
to late 1982 dollars 11,894, 430 1,1 31,660



TABLE F-3

Water Treatment Facility Costs
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Naximum Plant Capacity Capital Cost Annual 0 & M Costs

(t-lGD) ($) (S/yr)

O. Ott 219,010 16,000
0.18-0.19 400,470 57,000
0.21-0.22 425,449 62,000
0.23-0.24 450,169 6li,000
0.27 473,450 68,000
0.47 642,819 87,000
0.51 475,657 70,000
0.55-0.56 497,390 73,000
0.62 511,906 78,000
0.64 517,660 80,000
0.73 539,030 85,000
0.77 561,360 88,000
0.88-0.89 621,810 94,000
0.91 724,160 98,000
1.2 114,000
1.38 1,368,740 120,COO
1.62 1,516,900 128,000
2.35 1,846,200 152,000
2.66 1,967,380 162,000
2.86 2,067,460 171,000
3.00 175,000
3.37 2,257,530 185,000
3.52 2,330,140 190,000
3.63 2,428,870 19li,000
4.10 210,000
5.26 3,077,490 240,000
5.50 3,153,620 2li5,000
5.75 3,211,990 250,000
6.00 3,349,610 257,000
6.20 3,411,580 26/t , 000
6.75 3,668,770 278,000
8.07 4,089,570 311,000
9.13 4,498,840 341,000

10.90 4,988,580 373,000
11.51 5,213,270 388,000
13.84 5,745,750 430,000
23.80 653,000
42.72 11,894,430 1,211,000
71.10 1,607,000



TABLE F-4

Capital Cost Calculation for a 0.25 MGD
(0.56 MGD Peak Flow)

Facultative Wastewater Treatment Lagoon System
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Component

Bar screens and gut chamber

Land

Lagoons--three in series

Rock filter

Chlorination system

Maintenance building

Subtotal

Piping @ 10/~

Electrical @ 5%

Instrumentation @ 3%

Site preparation @ 5%

Subtotal

Engineering and construction
supervision @ 15%

Contingencies @ 15~~

Total capital cost

Conversion from 1976 dollars
to late 1982 dollars

Cost ($)

17,000

43,610

350,000

27,380

31,500

10,000

479,490

47,950

23,970

14,380

23,970

589,760

88,470

88,470

766,700

1,200,700



TABLE F-5

Capital Cost Calculation for a 3.1 NGD
(7.0 NGO Peak Flow)

Activated Sludge Wastewater Treatment Plant
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Component

Pretreatment

In-plant pumping

Circular primary clarifier

Diffused-air activated sludge

Circular secondary clarifier

Chlorination syStem

Gravity thickener

Flotation thickener

Anerobic 2-stage digestion

Lime stabilization

Vacuum filtration

Landfilling

Land

Administration and
maintenance building

Subtotal

Piping @ 10ic.

Electrical @ 8%

Instrumentation @ 5%

Site preparation @ 5%

Subtotal

Cost ($)

91,000

85,000

300,000

530,000

400,000

90,000

67,000

110,000

320,000

220,000

490,000

43,560

6,000

47, 000

2, 799,560

279,960

223,960

139,980

139,9 80

3,583,440



Component

TABLE F-S (continued)

Cost ($)
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Engineering and constructi~1

supervision @ 15%

Contingencies @ 15%

Total Capital Cost

Conversion from 1976 dollars
to late 1982 dollars

537,520

537,520

4,658,470

7,295,460
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TABLE F- 6

Wa stewater Treatment Facilit y Capital Costs

.Naximum ~ !ax i mum

Plant Pl ant
Capacity Cost ($) Capacity Cos t ($ )
( ~lGD) ( ~IGD )

0.02 114,890 2.44 3 ,7 70 , 000

0.09 306,260 2.45 3 , 786 ,[130

0.10 328,400 2 .49 3 ,838 , 580

0.11 355,010 2.9 2 4,085 ,9 10

0.13 41 4,3 10 2 .95 4 , 129 , O·~ 0

0.14 446,670 3 .00 4 , 186 , 130

0.17 487,22 0 3 .03 11, 2 56 , 000

0.37 883,340 3. 09 4 , 343 ,43 0

0.38 915,710 3.21 !~ , 461, 130

0.40 950,940 3 . 29 !~ , 5 4 9 , 1 2 0

0.42 98 7,410 3. 44 4 , 63 7, 110

0.52 1,129,000 4.32 5, 179, 090

0.53 1,146,880 5. 40 6 , 052 ,B6 0

0.55 1,168,330 5.91 6 , II 75, 610

0.56 1,200,700 6. 47 6 , 9 74 ,680

0.71 1,385,000 6 . 9 7 7, 295 ,46 0

1.93 3,312,600 8.49 8 , 125 , 69 0

2.11 3,510,020 8 . 72 8 , 371 , 720

2.30 3,617,390 9.07 8 ,669 ,020

2.39 3,691,680 9.31 8 ,8 72 , 890

2.42 3,746,430 12,27 10,1 77, 860
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Appendix G

ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF DROUGHT

In order to determine the effects which drought can have

on Type II communities which follow differing water-mana ge ment

policies, twenty drought traces were generated based on proba

bilities typical of Colorado. (See Chapter 3.) These traces

were used to determine the water supplies likely to be available

to Type II communities which are unmetered and those wh i ch follow

a strong conservation program (a combination of Progra rns 1 & 2

& 5 & 6), whether or not they use restrictions during dr ou ghts.

The cities always own sufficient direct-flow rights to meet the

needs of a normal year ten years in the future.

It was assumed that water rights yield 75% of normal

during the first year in which precipitation is 90 % of normal.

If the first drought year is followed by a second year with pre

cipitation 10% below normal, water rights yield only 60':~ of normal.

Any successive years with precipitation at 90 % of n orma I wi Ll see

the yield of water rights drop to 50%. If the precipitation in

any of the drought years drops to 70% of normal, the wa t e r r i ght s '

yield is further reduced by 20%, i.e., the first year' s y ie l d

would be 60%, the second year's yield would be 48 %, and the third

and any successive year's yield would be 40 % of n or mal .
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Sinc e s pr i nk l i n g use in an unme t er ed city can be 116-167%

of the lawn c ons umpt ive use during a normal yea r , s pr i nk Li. n g use

i s a ssumed to s tay the same if no r estrictions are u.< , (~d i ll the

unmetered c i t y ;" Be cause s pr i nkl ing use i n the c onsc rv i n g c i t y

is equal to the lawn consumptive use or l e s s, the amount of wate r

used for sprinkling is assumed to increase by 16% in a drou ght

year, as the evapotranspiration rate rises, if restri ction s are

not implemented. Restrictions in the conserving city wi l l ca use

a 10% drop in drought year sprinkling use, mak i n g it eq ui va l en t

to 1.044 times normal year use. The water demands, as calculated

above, were subtracted from the drought year suppli e s to determine

the amounts by which direct-flow supplies fell short.

';'~Danielson found that irrigation in Fort Collins, an

unmetered city, was 1.16 times the lawn con sumptive use in 1978,

even though application of only 70% of the consumptive use was

required f or a hea lthy lawn (9). I t is est i mated t ha t i r r i gat ion

in an unmetered city could equal as much as 167% of the consumpti ve

use in a normal year. A sprinkling application depth of 22 inche s

will keep northern Colorado lawns healthy in years of normal pre

cipitation and average evapotranspiration. This req uirement

increases by as much as 16%, to 25.5 inches, in drou ghL yea r s .

Therefore, a restric ~ed, unmetered city would apply 93-134 % of the

lawn's needs, while a restricted, conserving city would apply onl y

90% of the lawn's needs.
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